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DIFFERENTIALS ON GRAPH COMPLEXES III - DELETING A VERTEX
MARKO ZˇIVKOVIC´
Abstract. We prove that the hairy graph complex with the extra differential is almost acyclic. This justifies the con-
struction of hairy graph cohomology classes by the waterfall mechanism. The main idea used in the paper is a new
differential, deleting a vertex. We hope that the new differential can have further applications in the study of graph
cohomology.
1. Introduction
Generally speaking, graph complexes are graded vector spaces of formal linear combinations of isomorphism
classes of some kind of graphs, with the standard differential defined by vertex splitting (or, dually, edge contrac-
tion). The various graph cohomology theories are arguably some of the most fascinating objects in homological
algebra. Each of graph complexes play a certain role in a subfield of homological algebra or algebraic topol-
ogy. They have an elementary and simple combinatorial definition, yet we know almost nothing about what their
cohomology actually is.
In this paper we consider two kinds of graph complexes. The most basic graph complexes are introduced
by Maxim Kontsevich. These complexes come in versions GCn, where n ranges over integers (see 2.2 for the
definition). Physically, GCn is formed by vacuum Feynman diagrams of a topological field theory in dimension
n. Alternatively, GCn governs the deformation theory of En operads in algebraic topology [7]. Some examples of
graphs are:
, , .
The other kind of graph complexes we consider are hairy graph complexes. These are complexes spanned by
graphs with external legs (“hairs”). These complexes come in versions HGCm,n where m and n range over integers
(see 2.4 for the definition). They compute the rational homotopy of the spaces of embeddings of disks modulo
immersions, fixed at the boundary Emb∂(D
m,Dn), provided that n−m ≥ 3, see [1]. Some examples of hairy graphs
are:
, , .
Both kind of complexes split into the product of subcomplexes with fixed loop order and hairy graph complex
splits into the product of subcomplexes with fixed number of hairs, cf. (2.22) and (2.24). Furthermore, the com-
plexes GCn and GCn′ , respectively HGCm,n and HGCm′ ,n′ , are isomorphic up to some unimportant degree shifts if
m ≡ m′ mod 2 and n ≡ n′ mod 2. Hence it suffices to understand 2 possible cases of GCn and 4 possible cases of
HGCm,n according to parity of m and n.
The long standing open problem we are attacking in this paper is the following.
Open Problem: Compute the cohomologies H (GCn) and H
(
HGCm,n
)
.
Very little is known about those homologies, and a very few tools are available to compute them. The most non-
trivial result is that H0(GC2) is isomorphic to Grothendiech-Teichmu¨ller Lie algebra grt1, shown by Willwacher
in [7]. There are also some results connecting hairy and non-hairy complexes, see [6] and [5].
This paper is the third in the series of papers [2], [3], dealing with extra differentials on graph complexes.
The basic idea is to deform the standard differential δ to δ + δextra making the complex (almost) acyclic. The
extra peace does not fix loop order or the number of hairs, and the spectral sequence can be found such that
the standard differential is the first differential. Therefore, on the first page of the spectral sequence we see the
standard cohomology we are interested in, and because the whole differential is acyclic, classes of it cancel with
each other on further pages, cf. Table 3. Therefore, classes come in pairs.
In the first paper of the series [2] the deformed differential was introduced for non-hairy graphs GCn for both
parity of n. In the second paper of the series [3] the deformed differential was introduced for hairy graphs HGCm,n
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for even m and both parities of n, while for odd m the existence of the suitable extra differential ∆ was just
conjectured. We call the spectral sequence arising from this differential the first.
Conjecture 1 ([3, Conjecture 1]). H
(
HGC−1,n, δ + ∆
)
= 0 for all n.
Furthermore, [7], [5] and [4] introduce another deformed differentials on HGCn,n and HGCn−1,n making them
quasi-isomorphic to GCn:
H
(
HGCn,n,D
′)
 H (GCn) , H
(
HGCn−1,n,D
′)
 H (GCn) .
One checks that all classes that come from H (GCn) live in one-hair part of H (HGC). Therefore, the spectral se-
quence argument and the canceling mechanism can be used for this extra differential for other classes of H (HGC),
so they come in pairs. We call the spectral sequence arising from D′ the second. This pairs are different from
those that come from the first spectral sequence.
One can start from one-hair classes that come from H (GC), find its pair using the first spectral sequence, then
find its pair using the second spectral sequence, and so on. This mechanism is called “waterfall mechanism”. It is
depicted in [3, Figure 1] for even m, and still pending in [3, Figure 2] for odd m.
The main purpose of this paper is to prove Conjecture 1 ([3, Conjecture 1]), making the tentative waterfall
mechanism real also in this case.
Theorem 1.1.
• The Complex
(
HGC−1,1, δ + ∆
)
is acyclic.
• The Cohomology H
(
HGC−1,0, δ + ∆
)
is one-dimensional, the class being represented by a graph with one
vertex and three hairs on it.
We prove the theorem by using a new operation called deleting a vertex. In non-hairy complex GCn we denote
it by D and it deletes a vertex and reconnects its edges to other vertices in all possible ways, summed over all
vertices. For n = −1 D is of degree 1, and under some weak assumptions it is again a differential.
We hope that deleting a vertex D can have further uses. However, in this paper we only get one small extra
result in Corollary 3.9, strengthening the result from the first paper in this series about H (fGCn) for even n (cf.
[2, Corollary 4]). Computer calculations imply that the complex (GC−1,D) is far from acyclic, but there is a hope
that (GC−1, δ + D) is acyclic. If so, it will lead to a kind of waterfall mechanism in GCn for odd n.
In the hairy complex we will introduce a sort of deleting a vertex only in certain cases with low number of
hairs, needed in this paper. They are probably auxiliary maps with less general importance than D.
As shown in Theorem 1.1
(
HGC−1,n, δ + ∆
)
is acyclic for n odd, while for n even it has one class of cohomology.
By the definition, those complexes are spanned by connected graphs. Disconnected version stays acyclic for n odd,
but for n even the class in connected version produces a number of non-trivial classes in disconnected version.
They are studied in the second claim of Proposition 7.6. It introduces a list of quasi-isomorphisms from some part
of non-hairy graph complexes to the disconnected version of the hairy graph complex.
Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we define notions, recall results needed in this paper and systematize the
notation. Section 3 introduces the deleting a vertex D in non-hairy graphs and provides some results about it. In
Section 4 we introduce some new subcomplexes of hairy graph complex needed later in the paper, while Section
5 introduces few maps that delete vertices in hairy complex and shows some needed results. Finally, in sections
6 and 7 we prove the first and the second part of Theorem 1.1. Appendix A clarifies the use of complexes with
distinguishable vertices. All straightforward (B) or technical (C) results are moved to the last two sections of the
appendix.
Acknowledgements. I am very grateful to my PhD adviser ThomasWillwacher for reading the draft of this paper
and many suggestions. I also thank Anton Khoroshkin for a fruitful discussion.
2. Background and definitions
In this section we recall basic notation and several results shown in the literature that will be used in the paper.
2.1. General notation. We work over a field K of characteristic zero. All vector spaces and differential graded
vector spaces are assumed to be K-vector spaces.
Graph complexes as vector spaces are generally defined by the graphs that span them. When we say a graph in
a graph complex, we only mean the base graph, while any linear combination (or a series) of graphs will be called
an element of the graph complex.
Let ([C], d) be a graph complex spanned by a set of graphs C and [D] ⊂ [C] be a subspace spanned by a set of
graphs D ⊂ C. If [D] is closed under the differential, ([D], d) is a subcomplex. Let Dc = S \D be the complement
of D in C. If [Dc] is closed under the differential, ([Dc], d) is a subcomplex, and the quotient ([C]/[Dc], d) is well
2
defined. In that case, we will identify [D] with [C]/[Dc] and by abuse of notation talk about the complex ([D], d),
meaning the complex ([C]/[Dc], d). It is the complex similar to ([C], d) where all graphs in Dc are identified with
0.
2.2. Kontsevich’s graph complexes. In this subsection we quickly recall the construction of the hairless graph
complexes. For more details see [7], or for more elementary definition see [8].
Consider the set of directed graphs gra≥iv,e with v > 0 distinguishable vertices and e ≥ 0 distinguishable directed
edges (numbered from 1 to v, respectively e), all vertices being at least i-valent (i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}), without tadpoles
(edges that start and end at the same vertex).
For n ∈ Z we define a degree of an element of gra≥iv,e to be d = (v − 1)n + (1 − n)e. We may say that the degree
of a vertex is n and the degree of an edge is 1 − n. Let
(2.1) V≥iv,e :=
〈
gra≥iv,e
〉
[−(v − 1)n − (1 − n)e]
be the vector space of formal series of gra≥iv,e with coefficients in K. It is a graded vector space with non-zero term
only in degree d = (v − 1)n + (1 − n)e.
Let S k be the k-th symmetric group. There is a natural right action of the group S v ×
(
S e ⋉ S
×e
2
)
on gra≥iv,e,
where S v permutes vertices, S e permutes edges and S
×e
2
changes the direction of edges. Let sgnv, sgne and sgn2
be one-dimensional representations of S v, respectively S e, respectively S 2, where the odd permutation reverses
the sign. They can be considered as representations of the whole product S v ×
(
S e ⋉ S
×e
2
)
.
The full graph complex is
(2.2) fGC≥in :=

∏
v,e
(
V≥iv,e ⊗ sgne
)
S v×(S e⋉S ×e2 )
≃
∏
v,e
(
V≥iv,e ⊗ sgne
)S v×(S e⋉S ×e2 )
for n even,
∏
v,e
(
V≥iv,e ⊗ sgnv ⊗ sgn
⊗e
2
)
S v×(S e⋉S ×e2 )
≃
∏
v,e
(
V≥iv,e ⊗ sgnv ⊗ sgn
⊗e
2
)S v×(S e⋉S ×e2 )
for n odd.
Here the group in the subscript means taking the space of coinvariants, and the group in superscript means taking
the space of invariants. Because the group is finite, the two spaces are isomorphic to each other, as stated.
The differential δ on fGCn is defined as follows:
(2.3) δ(Γ) :=
∑
x∈V(Γ)
1
2
sx(Γ) − ax(Γ),
where V(Γ) is the set of vertices of Γ, sx stands for “splitting of x” and means inserting instead of the vertex x
and summing over all possible ways of connecting the edges that have been connected to x to the new two vertices,
and ax stands for “adding an edge at x” and means adding
x
on the vertex x. Unless x is an isolated vertex,
ax will cancel two terms of the splitting sx. To precisely define the sign of the resulting graph, we set that, before
acting of S v ×
(
S e ⋉ S
e
2
)
, a new vertex and an edge get the next free number and the edge is directed towards the
new vertex. If a vertex next to an N-fold edge (N edges between same two vertices) is split such that one new
vertex gets k edges, and another N − k, there is a factor
(
N
k
)
, coming from distinguishing edges. One can check
that the minimal valence condition ≥ i for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} is preserved under the differential, so the complex is well
defined. It is also clear that the differential is indeed of degree 1.
Since the differential does not change the number e − v, the full graph complex fGC≥in splits into the direct
product of subcomplexes:
(2.4)
(
fGC≥in , δ
)
=

∏
b∈Z
BbfGC≥in , δ
 ,
where BbfGC≥in is the part of fGC
≥i
n spanned by graphs in which e − v = b.
For the chosen parity of n, the actual number nmatters only for the degree shift of the subcomplexes BbfGC≥in in
the product. If we know the cohomology for one n, cohomology for another n of the same parity is straightforward.
Therefore, in this paper we will only deal with the complexes fGC≥i
0
and fGC≥i
1
, as representatives for the even and
the odd complexes. Note that in fGC≥i
0
the degree is d = e and in fGC≥i
1
the degree is d = v − 1.
Let
(2.5) fGCc≥in ⊂ fGC
≥i
n
be the subcomplex spanned by the connected graphs.
If i = 0 we will usually omit the superscript ≥ 0, e.g. we consider
(2.6) fGCn := fGC
≥0
n .
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We introduce a shorter notation
(2.7) GCn := fGCc
≥3
n
because that complex is particularly important.
Cohomology of these subcomplexes is related to the cohomology of the full complexes, as shows the following
result.
Proposition 2.1 ([7, Proposition 3.4]).
H (fGCc0) = H
(
fGCc≥20
)
= H (GC0) ⊕
⊕
j≥1
K[−4 j − 1],
H (fGCc1) = H
(
fGCc≥21
)
= H (GC1) ⊕
⊕
j≥0
K[−4 j − 2].
2.3. The spectral sequence of [2]. In the first paper of this series we introduced deformed differentials on the
graph complexes above. In this paper we only need the even case, n = 0. There is an extra differential ∇ on fGC0
that acts by adding one edge in all possible ways. Every edge is added twice, once from one vertex to the other
and once in the other way round. It holds that δ∇ + ∇δ = 0, so the differential on fGC0 can be deformed to δ + ∇.
The result we need is the following.
Proposition 2.2 ([2, Corollary 4]). There is a spectral sequence converging to
H (fGCc0, δ + ∇) = 0
whose E1 term is
H (fGCc0, δ) .
The result implies that the homological classes of H (fGCc0, δ) have to be canceled on later pages of the spectral
sequence. Therefore they come in pairs.
2.4. Hairy graph complex. The hairy graph complexes HGCm,n in general are defined and studied in the second
paper of this series, [3]. There are essentially four types of complexes depending on the parity of n and m. In this
paper we are interested in two types, those with parity of edges and hairs being the opposite, i.e. m is odd. We will
deal with the complexes HGC−1,0 and HGC−1,1 as representatives of those types.
For h ∈ N0 let H
hfHGC≥i
−1,n be the complex spanned by graphs similar to those of fGC
≥i
n , but with h hairs
attached to vertices, strictly defined as follows. Consider the set of directed graphs gra≥i
v,e,h
with v > 0 distinguish-
able vertices, e ≥ 0 distinguishable directed edges and h ≥ 0 distinguishable hairs attached to some vertices, all
vertices being at least i-valent (i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}), without tadpoles (edges that start and end at the same vertex). In
hairy graphs, the valence includes also the attached hairs.
For n,m ∈ Z let a degree of an element of gra≥i
v,e,h
be d = −m + vn + (1 − n)e + (m + 1 − n)h. In this paper we
consider only the case m = −1, so d = 1 + vn + (1 − n)e − nh. Let
(2.8) V≥i
v,e,h := 〈gra
≥i
v,e,h〉[−1 − vn − (1 − n)e + nh]
be the vector space of formal series of gra≥i
v,e,h
with coefficients in K. It is a graded vector space with non-zero term
only in degree d = 1 + vn + (1 − n)e − nh.
There is a natural right action of the group S v × S h ×
(
S e ⋉ S
×e
2
)
on gra≥i
v,e,h
, where S v permutes vertices, S h
permutes hairs, S e permutes edges and S
×e
2
changes the direction of edges. Let sgnv, sgnh, sgne and sgn2 be one-
dimensional representations of S v, respectively S h, respectively S e, respectively S 2, where the odd permutation
reverses the sign. They can be considered as representations of the whole product S v × S h ×
(
S e ⋉ S
×e
2
)
.
The full hairy graph complex is
(2.9) HhfHGC≥i
−1,n :=

∏
v,e
(
V≥i
v,e,h
⊗ sgne
)
S v×S h×(S e⋉S ×e2 )
for n even,∏
v,e
(
V≥i
v,e,h
⊗ sgnv ⊗ sgnh ⊗ sgn
⊗e
2
)
S v×S h×(S e⋉S ×e2 )
for n odd.
Because the group is finite, the space of invariants may replace the space of coinvariants.
The differential is similar to the one of fGC≥in :
(2.10) δ(Γ) =
∑
x∈V(Γ)
1
2
sx(Γ) − ax(Γ) − h(x)ex(Γ),
where in “splitting of x” sx hairs are also attached in all possible ways to the new two vertices. There is a factor
(
N
k
)
for splitting a vertex with N hairs into vertices with k and N − k hairs, like in splitting of a multiple edge. “Adding
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an edge at x” ax is the same as before and ex stands for “extracting a hair at x” and means adding
x
on the
vertex x instead of one hair, while h(x) is the number of hairs on the vertex x. Unless x is an isolated vertex with
a hair, h(x)ex will cancel two terms of the splitting sx. It is easily seen that δ is indeed a differential, i.e. δ
2
= 0. In
particular
(2.11) H0fHGC≥i
−1,n = fGC
≥i
n [−1 − n].
We define the full hairy graph complex
(2.12) fHGC≥i
−1,n :=
∏
h≥0
HhfHGC≥i
−1,n.
We often need a subcomplex without hairless part:
(2.13) H≥1fHGC≥i
−1,n :=
∏
h≥1
HhfHGC≥i
−1,n.
The differential does not change the number e − v again, so the full hairy graph complex fHGC≥i
−1,n splits into
the direct product of (in each degree) finite dimensional subcomplexes:
(2.14)
(
fHGC≥i
−1,n, δ
)
=

∏
b∈Z
BbfHGC≥i
−1,n, δ
 ,
where BbfHGC≥i
−1,n is the part of fHGC
≥i
n spanned by graphs where e − v = b. The same is true for H
≥1fHGC≥i
−1,n.
Similarly to the non-hairy complex, for a chosen parity of n, the actual number n matters only for the degree
shift of the subcomplexes BbfHGC≥i
−1,n in the product. If we know the cohomology for one n, cohomology for
another n of the same parity is straightforward. Therefore, in this paper we will only deal with complexes fHGC≥i
−1,0
and fHGC≥i
−1,1, and their subcomplexes, as representatives for even and odd complexes. Note that in fHGC
≥i
−1,0 the
degree is d = e + 1 and in fHGC≥i
−1,1 the degree is d = v + 1 − h.
Similarly to the non-hairy complex, let
(2.15) fHGCc≥i
−1,n ⊂ fHGC
≥i
−1,n
be the subcomplex spanned by connected graphs.
In the hairy case, we skip the superscript if i = 1, e.g. we consider
(2.16) fHGC−1,n = fHGC
≥1
−1,n,
because those complexes will be used the most, unlike in the non-hairy case where skipping superscript means
including all valences. We also introduce a shorter notation
(2.17) HGC−1,n := H
≥1fHGCc≥3
−1,n.
This complex is the closest to the one defined in [3]. Strictly speaking, HGC−1,n for odd n defined in [3] has
another graph that we do not allow here, the graph with no vertices and two hairs. It comes naturally if a hair is
understood as an edge towards 1-valent vertex of another type, being the case in that paper.
2.5. Extra differential in hairy graph complexes. In [3] an extra differential ∆ has been defined on HGC−1,n
that anti-commutes with δ, so that δ+∆ is also a differential. Here, on fHGC≥i
−1,n we define the following additional
operation ∆ : HhfHGC≥i
−1,n → H
h−1fHGC≥i
−1,n:
(2.18) ∆Γ =
∑
x∈V(Γ)
∆x =
∑
x∈V(Γ)
h(x)∆˜x,
where ∆˜x deletes a hair on vertex x and connects x to other vertices in all possible ways with a new edge, and
∆x = h(x)∆˜x for h(x) being the number of hairs on x. To precisely define the sign of the resulting graph, we set
that, before the acting of S v × S h ×
(
S e ⋉ S
×e
2
)
, a new edge get the next free number. Restricted to HGC−1,n, ∆ is
the same differential as defined in [3]. It is again straightforward that ∆ squares to zero and anti-commutes with δ,
so δ + ∆ is also a differential.
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2.6. Some simple graphs. Here we define some simple graphs. They live in the hairy graph complexes, and if
they have no hairs, also in the standard graph complexes.
Let
(2.19) σa :=
be a graph with one vertex and a ≥ 0 hairs, and we call it a star. Let
(2.20) λa :=
with a−1 hairs on one vertex for a ≥ 1. Hairless graphs that exist in fGCn are denoted by simpler notationσ := σ0
and λ := λ1. Because of symmetry reasons in fHGC−1,1 there can not be more than one hair on the same vertex,
so in that complex only σ1 and λ2 exist, together with hairless σ0 and λ1.
For two graphs Γ and Γ′, the graph Γ ∪ Γ′ is the disconnected graph that consists of Γ and Γ′. For the matter of
sign, all vertices, edges and hairs of the first graph come before those of the second one. For a graph Γ and n ≥ 1,
Γ
∪n is the graph that consist of n copies of the graphs Γ put together.
The following graph in fHGC−1,n will be used often:
(2.21) α :=
∑
n≥1
1
n!
σ∪n1 = +
1
2
+
1
3!
+ . . .
2.7. List of graph complexes. For the reader’s convenience, we provide Table 1 of all graph complexes used and
defined in the paper, with a short explanation and the reference to the definition.
The most of notations of graph complexes, except some technical complexes, are of the form pNes
i
, meaning as
follows.
• The first small letter p is either f, meaning full complex, either omitted. General complexes are full, but
some its subcomplexes are particularly important, and they are labeled without f.
• Capital letters N is the main type of complex. It can be:
– GC - graph complex,
– HGC - hairy graph complex.
• The ending e deals with connectivity and if stated means:
– c - connected graphs,
– d - disconnected graphs.
• The subscript i defines degrees and parity (1 number for ordinary complexes and 2 numbers for hairy
complexes).
• The superscript s deals mostly with valences and if stated means:
– ≥ i - all vertices are at least i-valent,
– † - all vertices at least 1-valent and no connected component λ1,
– ‡ - all vertices at least 1-valent and no connected component σ1 or λ2,
– †‡ - all vertices at least 1-valent and no connected component λ1, σ1 or λ2,
– ∗ - all vertices at least 2-valent and hairy vertices at least 3-valent, see Definition 4.2.
2.8. Splitting of complexes and spectral sequences. We often need subcomplex of the particular complex
spanned by graphs that have some number fixed, e.g. number of vertices. Let v be the number of vertices in a
graph, e the number of edges, h the number of hairs, c the number of connected components and p the number of
hairy connected components (connected components with at least one hair). Prefixes are listed in Table 2.
We have already used prefixes B and H in (2.4), (2.9) and (2.14).
Let Γ be an element of a graph complex C. We also use prefixes from above in front of the graph Γ, indicating
the part of Γ with fixed number. E.g. H5Γ is the part of Γ with 5 hairs.
Some differentials do not change some numbers from the above, so the complex splits as a direct product of
complexes with fixed that number, e.g.
(2.22)
(
fGC≥in , δ
)
=
∏
b∈Z
(
BbfGC≥in , δ
)
,
(2.23)
(
fGC≥in ,∇
)
=
∏
v∈N
(
VvfGC≥in ,∇
)
,
(2.24)
(
fHGC≥i
−1,n, δ
)
=
∏
b∈Z
(
BbfHGC≥i
−1,n, δ
)
=
∏
h∈N
(
HhfHGC≥i
−1,n, δ
)
=
∏
b∈Z
∏
h∈N
(
BbHhfHGC≥i
−1,n, δ
)
,
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Notation Explanation Reference
fGC≥in Graph complex with graphs whose vertices are at least i-valent (2.2)
fGCn = fGC
≥0
n (2.6)
fHGC≥i
−1,n Hairy graph complex with graphs whose vertices are at least i-valent (2.12)
fHGC−1,n = fHGC
≥1
−1,n (2.16)
pNcs
i
Subcomplex of pNs
i
spanned by connected graphs (2.5), (2.15)
GCn = fGCc
≥3
n (2.7)
H≥1pHGCes
i
⊂ pHGCes
i
without hairless graphs (2.9)
HGC−1,n = H
≥1fGCc≥3n (2.17)
fHGC†−1,n ⊂ fHGC−1,n with no connected component λ1 Definition 4.2
fHGC‡−1,n ⊂ fHGC−1,n with no connected component σ1 or λ2 Definition 4.2
fHGC†‡−1,n fHGC
†
−1,n ∩ fHGC
‡
−1,n Definition 4.2
fHGC
/‡
−1,n
fHGC−1,n/fHGC
‡
−1,n
Definition 4.6
fHGC
†/†‡
−1,n
fHGC
†
−1,n
/fHGC†‡
−1,n
Definition 4.6
UR−1,n ⊂ fHGC
†
−1,n
with all connected components in σ1 or λ2 Definition 4.6
HL1 =
(
∆ + D(1)
) (
H1fHGC
†
−1,1
)
(6.5)
HL0 = ∆
(
H1fHGC−1,0
)
(7.7)
H♭pHGCs
−1,n = H
≥1pHGCs
−1,n ⊕ HLn
(6.4), (6.7), (6.8),
(7.6), (7.8)
fHGCd−1,0 ⊂ fHGC−1,0 spanned by disconnected graphs (7.11)
Table 1. The table of graph complexes used in the paper. Universal letters p, N, e, i and s mean
any letter, and also without the letter.
Prefix Explanation
Vk Graphs with v = k
Ek Graphs with e = k
Hk Graphs with h = k
Ck Graphs with c = k
Bk Graphs with e − v = k
Ak Graphs with e + h = k
Fk Graphs with e + h − v = k
Pk Graphs with p = k
Table 2. The table of prefixes that determine certain subcomplexes of a complex. The prefixes
mean the subcomplex of the complex that follows, spanned by graphs with the fixed number
stated.
(2.25)
(
fHGC≥i
−1,n,∆
)
=
∏
v∈N
(
VvfHGC≥i
−1,n,∆
)
=
∏
a∈Z
(
AafHGC≥i
−1,n,∆
)
=
∏
v∈N
∏
a∈Z
(
AaVvfHGC≥i
−1,n,∆
)
,
(2.26)
(
fHGC≥i
−1,n, δ + ∆
)
=
∏
f∈Z
(
F f fHGC≥i
−1,n, δ + ∆
)
.
We also use superscripts in the prefix of the form of inequality, e.g. V≥k, that obviously means the subcomplex
spanned by graphs which fulfill the inequality, e.g.
(2.27) V≥vC =
∏
k≥v
VkC.
We have already used this notation in (2.13). Those subcomplexes with inequality often form a filtration of the
complex. To this filtration a spectral sequence is associated. We say that the spectral sequence is on the number
given by the prefix. E.g. the spectral sequence of
(
fGC≥in , δ + ∆
)
on the number of vertices is the one associated to
the filtration
(
V≥vfGC≥in , δ + ∆
)
. It is ≥ v, not ≤ v, because the differential δ + ∆ can increase, but not decrease the
number of vertices. Its first differential is clearly ∆.
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We say that a spectral sequence converges correctly if it converges to the cohomology of the whole complex.
To ensure correct convergence standard spectral sequence arguments, i.e. those from [2, Appendix C], are used.
For doing so, it is often useful for a complex to be finite dimensional in each degree. It is mostly not the case, but
after splitting a complex as in (2.22)–(2.25), each subcomplex often has that property. So, the spectral sequence
arguments can be used for each of them, and so we can compute the cohomology of the whole complex.
The following superscript will also be used.
(2.28) B< f ,parC :=
∏
i>0
B f−2iC,
i.e. it is the product of subcomplexes with e − v < f of the same parity as f .
As explained in the appendix A we use the notation V¯vC for the space similar to VvC but with distinguishable
vertices, i.e. the space of coinvariants of other groups (permuting edges, hairs, etc.) before taking coinvariants of
the symmetric group S v that permutes vertices. It holds that
(2.29) VvC =
(
V¯vC
)S v
.
Let S v−1 act on V¯
vC as sub-action of S v that permutes the first v − 1 vertices, leaving the last vertex. We define
(2.30) V˙vC :=
(
V¯vC
)S v−1
.
We may need the total spaces
(2.31) V¯C :=
∏
v≥1
V¯vC,
(2.32) V˙C :=
∏
v≥1
V˙vC.
3. Deleting a vertex in non-hairy graphs
In this section we introduce a new operation D on the non-hairy graph complexes fGCn which we call “deleting
a vertex”. Under some weak conditions, it holds that D2 = 0 and a grading can be settled such that D is a
differential. We also obtain one further result about the spectral sequence of [2] for n = 0. The results will be used
for the hairy graph complex in Section 7.
3.1. Even case. For a graph Γ ∈ fGC0 we call the set of its vertices V(Γ) and define
(3.1) D(Γ) :=
∑
x∈V(Γ)
Dx =
∑
x∈V(Γ)
(−1)v(x)D˜x
where v(x) is the valence of the vertex x, D˜x deletes the vertex x and sums over all ways of reconnecting edges
that were connected to x to the other vertices, skipping graphs with a tadpole, and Dx = (−1)
v(x)D˜x. An example
is sketched in Figure 1.
x
Dx
7−→ (−1)3
Figure 1. Example of the action Dx, deleting the vertex x. The graph at the right means the
sum over all graphs that can be formed by attaching ends of arrows to vertices, without making
a tadpole.
We can restrict D to fGC≥10 and fGC
≥2
0 . The following propositions about D are stated in the broadest space
possible, i.e. in fGC≥i0 for the smallest i where it holds.
Proposition 3.1. In fGC≥2
0
it holds that
D2 = 0.
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Proof. For a graph Γ
D2(Γ) =
∑
x,y∈V(Γ)
x,y
DyDx(Γ).
We now fix x, y ∈ V(Γ), x , y. Since D does not change the number of edges, we can distinguish them. Vertices
of Γ ∈ fGC≥2
0
are at least 2-valent, so there exist an edge between x and another vertex that is not y. We choose
one of them and call it f .
DyDx first deletes vertex x, reconnects its edges to other vertices, deletes vertex y and reconnects its edges,
including those that came from x, to other vertices. Let us fix one way of reconnecting edges that are not f and the
final destination of f . For that way of reconnecting, in DyDx there are two terms: the one where f goes directly to
its final destination with Dx and the one where f goes to y with Dx and to its final destination with Dy. In the later
the valence of y while applying Dy is by 1 bigger than its valence while applying Dy in the former term, making
the terms cancel each other because of the sign dependence on valence. It follows that DyDx(Γ) = 0 and therefore
D2(Γ) = 0. 
Proposition 3.2. In fGC≥10 it holds that
D4 = 0.
Proof. From the previous proof we see that DyDx(Γ) may only be non-zero if x is 1-valent vertex with an edge
connecting to y.
So DzDyDx(Γ) , 0 implies x is of that kind. But also DzDy(Dx(Γ)) , 0 implies y is 1-valent and connected to
z in Dx(Γ). Since Dx did not change the valence of y, already in Γ it was 1-valent, and vertices x and y formed
λ = .
Now let us pick a term in D4(Γ), say DwDzDyDx(Γ). It being non-zero implies DzDyDx(Γ) , 0, so x and y form
λ. Similarly, DwDzDy(Dx(Γ)) , 0 imply y and z form λ in Dx(Γ). Since the edge at z came from x, z was isolated
in Γ what is not possible in fGC≥1
0
. Therefore DwDzDyDx(Γ) is always 0 and D
4
= 0. 
Recall the extra differential ∇ : fGC0 → fGC0 that acts by adding one edge in all possible ways defined in [2]
and cited in 2.3.
Proposition 3.3. In fGC0 it holds that
δD − Dδ = ∇.
Proof.
(δD(Γ) − Dδ(Γ)) = δ

∑
x
Dx(Γ)
 − D

∑
y
1
2
sy(Γ) − ay(Γ)
 =
∑
x
∑
y
y,x
(
1
2
syDx(Γ) − ayDx(Γ)
)
−
1
2
∑
y

∑
x
x,y
Dxsy(Γ) + Dysy(Γ) + Dzsy(Γ)
 +
∑
y

∑
x
x,y
Dxay(Γ) + Dyay(Γ) + Dzay(Γ)
 =
=
1
2
∑
x,y
x,y
syDx(Γ) −
∑
x,y
x,y
ayDx(Γ) −
1
2
∑
x,y
x,y
Dxsy(Γ) −
∑
x
Dzsx(Γ) +
∑
x,y
x,y
Dxay(Γ) +
∑
x
Dxax(Γ) +
∑
x
Dzax(Γ),
where x and y run through V(Γ) and z is the name of the newly added vertex.
For different x, y ∈ V(Γ) it easily follows that
syDx(Γ) = Dxsy(Γ).
The term Dzsx(Γ) first splits a new vertex z from the vertex x, connects them with an edge, say g, and reconnects
some of the edges from x to z. Afterwards it deletes vertex z and reconnects edges from it to other vertices, possibly
back to x, and reconnects g also to other vertex. The final result is that some of the edges are reconnected from x
to other vertices, and there is a new edge g connecting x and some other vertex. The edge g can be seen as added
at the end, and before that, since number of edges is not changed, we can distinguish edges. Suppose there is an
edge that at the end stays at x, and call it f . We fix one way of reconnecting all other edges. For that way of
reconnecting there are two terms in Dzsx(Γ): one where f stays at x and one where it is reconnected to z and back
to x, and they cancel each other because valence of z differ by one in them. Therefore everything what survives
from Dzsx(Γ) is reconnecting all edges from x to other vertices and adding an edge g from x to some other vertex,
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say y. That is exactly the same as deleting vertex x and adding an edge at y, with the opposite sign because the
valence of the vertex being deleted differs by one. So we get
Dzsx(Γ) = −
∑
y
y,x
ayDx(Γ).
An easy argument, that is left to the reader, implies
Dxax(Γ) = −
∑
y
y,x
Dxay(Γ).
The last term
∑
x Dzax(Γ) clearly adds an edge from x to some other vertex, so it holds that∑
x
Dzax(Γ) = ∇(Γ).
By equations obtained, all except the last term of the above expression cancel, and the claimed formula follows.

Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 easily imply D∇ + ∇D = 0 in fGC≥20 . But we need a bit stronger result.
Proposition 3.4. In fGC≥1
0
it holds that
D∇ + ∇D = 0.
Proof. D∇ puts an edge in all possible ways and then deletes a vertex, say x. If the new edge has been connected
to x, it is moved to another vertex. Let finally the new edge connect vertices y and z. To that position it can come
in three different ways:
• directly been connected to y and z by ∇, what is exactly the corresponding term from ∇D;
• been connected from y to x by ∇ and then moved to z by Dx, what is the negative of the term in ∇D
because of the sign changes in deleting vertex x with one more valence;
• and the same from z to x, what is also the negative of the term in ∇D.
All terms in ∇D are come like this, so indeed D∇ = ∇D − 2∇D = −∇D. 
Proposition 3.5. In fGC≥10 it holds that
∇D2 = 0.
Proof. From the proof of Proposition 3.1 the term DyDx(Γ) of D
2(Γ) may only be non-zero if x is a 1-valent vertex
with an edge connecting to y. Then DyDx deletes x, y and the edge between them, reconnects all other edges from
y elsewhere and adds an edge in all possible ways. Then ∇ adds another edge in all possible ways. Adding one
edge on one place and another edge on another place cancels with adding edges in the opposite order, hence the
result. 
3.2. Odd case. Like in the even case, for a graph Γ ∈ fGC1 we define
(3.2) D(Γ) :=
∑
x∈V(Γ)
Dx =
∑
x∈V(Γ)
(−1)v(x)D˜x.
Note that multiple edges are now possible. Similarly as with splitting, if an N-fold edge went to the vertex being
deleted, there is a factor
(
N
k1,k2,...
)
where ki is the number of edges from that multiple edge that go to the vertex i.
We can restrict D to fGC≥11 .
Proposition 3.6. On fGC≥1
1
it holds that
D2 = 0.
Proof. Like in the proof of Proposition 3.1 we write
D2(Γ) =
∑
x,y∈V(Γ)
x,y
DyDx(Γ),
fix x, y ∈ V(Γ) and distinguish edges. If there is an edge from x to a vertex other than y the same reasoning from
Proposition 3.1 leads to DyDx(Γ) = 0. If not, all edges from x go to y and let there be k > 0 of them. Let Γ
′ be the
graph obtained from Γ by deleting vertex x and all k edges at x. Then DyDx(Γ) is actually Dy(Γ
′) where we add k
edges in all possible ways. But adding an edge from one vertex to another cancels with adding an opposite edge,
leading to the conclusion DyDx(Γ) = 0. Therefore it again holds that D
2
= 0. 
Proposition 3.7. On fGC1 it holds that
δD + Dδ = 0.
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Proof. The argument, with a bit of care for the signs, is the same as in the proof of Proposition 3.3. Only in the
last term adding an edge from one vertex to another cancels with adding the opposite one, leading to the result
0. 
3.3. More about the spectral sequence of [2] for the even case. Recall from [2, Corollary 4] thatH (fGCc0, δ + ∇) =
0 and that there is a spectral sequence converging to it whose E1 term (i.e. the first page) is H (fGCc0, δ) with the
differential ∇. The spectral sequence is on the number b = e − v. The following corollary calculates homologies
of some similar complexes.
Corollary 3.8.
(1) H
(
fGCc≥2
0
, δ + ∇
)
= 0;
(2) H
(
fGC≥2
0
, δ + ∇
)
= 0.
Proof.
(1) On the mapping cone of the inclusion
(
fGCc≥20 , δ + ∇
)
→֒ (fGCc0, δ + ∇) we set up a spectral sequence
mentioned above, on the number b = e − v. The complex with the first differential is the mapping cone of
the inclusion
(
fGCc≥20 , δ
)
→֒ (fGCc0, δ). It is acyclic by Proposition 2.1. The spectral sequence converges
correctly because the space in each degree e is finitely dimensional, so the whole mapping cone is acyclic.
That leads to H
(
fGCc≥20 , δ + ∇
)
= H (fGCc0, δ + ∇) = 0.
(2) On H
(
fGC≥20 , δ + ∇
)
we set up a spectral sequence on the number of connected components. It clearly
converges to the cohomology of the whole complex. In the c-th row there is a complex
((
fGCc≥20 , δ + ∇
)⊗c)S c
[1 − c]
that is acyclic by (1), hence the result.

On fGC≥1
0
we define a conjugated differential:
(3.3) δ˜ := eD(δ + ∇)e−D.
Since D is nilpotent, it is well defined. Using results of Propositions 3.2 to 3.5 we can calculate δ˜ explicitly:
(3.4) δ˜ =
(
Id + D +
D2
2
+
D3
6
)
(δ + ∇)
(
Id − D +
D2
2
−
D3
6
)
=
= δ + ∇ + Dδ + D∇ − δD − ∇D − DδD +
D2δ
2
−
D2δD
2
+
δD2
2
+
DδD2
2
= δ + D∇.
Note that the differential δ˜ can not change b = e − v by an odd amount. Therefore complexes with that
differential split into the direct sum of two complexes, one with even and one with odd b. The following result is
now straightforward.
Corollary 3.9. There is a spectral sequence converging to
H
(
fGC≥2
0
, δ˜
)
= 0
whose first page is
H
(
fGC≥2
0
, δ
)
Furthermore, in all spectral sequences differentials on odd pages are 0.
The corollary is similar to [2, Corollary 4], but this time the complex includes disconnected graphs. Indeed, [2,
Corollary 4] implies the same result for disconnected graphs, and in this sense our result is weaker. There is the
filtration on b = e − v in both cases, but different total differentials δ + ∇ and δ˜, that are both acyclic. So, in both
cases there are cancellations of classes in H
(
fGC≥2
0
, δ
)
as drawn in Table 3. For disconnected graphs our result is
stronger because we know that there are no cancellations on odd pages.
4. Constraints on hairy graphs
In this section we study subcomplexes of Hairy graph complex spanned by graphs that fulfill certain constraints,
e.g. minimal valence of vertices.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 2
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 1 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 3 0 3
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 ? ? ? ?
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 ? ? ?
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 ?
Table 3. Table of dimensions of cohomology H (fGC0, δ). The column number represents the
number of edges e and the row number represents b = e − v. Known cancellations are depicted
by arrows.
4.1. Simplifying full graph complex. Proposition 2.1 ([7, Proposition 3.4]) can easily be extended to the hairy
case as follows.
Proposition 4.1.
H
(
fHGCc≥0
−1,n, δ
)
= H
(
fHGCc≥2
−1,n, δ
)
= H
(
fHGCc≥3
−1,n, δ
)
⊕
⊕
j≥3
j≡2n+1 mod 4
K[−1 − j].
Proof. The same argument as in [7, Proposition 3.4]. 
In the subcomplex fHGCc = fHGCc≥1 ⊂ fHGCc≥0 only one graph is excluded, the one vertex graph σ =
σ0 = •. This makes the cohomology H
(
fHGCc−1,n, δ
)
different from H
(
fHGCc≥0
−1,n, δ
)
= H
(
fHGCc≥2
−1,n, δ
)
by one
class. The class is represented by λ = λ1 = . If this graph is excluded too, the resulting complex will again
be quasi-isomorphic to the original one. In the next definition we define that complex and some other “excluding”
complexes that does not change the cohomology by the following proposition.
Definition 4.2. Let fHGC† ⊂ fHGC be the subcomplex spanned by graphs that do not have λ as a connected
component.
Let the bounded graph complex fHGC‡ ⊂ fHGC be the subcomplex spanned by graphs that do not have σ1 =
or λ2 = as a connected component. Let fHGC
†‡
= fHGC† ∩ fHGC‡.
Let fHGC∗ ⊂ fHGC≥2 be the subcomplex spanned by graphs that do not have 2-valent vertex with a hair.
Proposition 4.3.
H
(
fHGCc≥0
−1,n, δ
)
= H
(
fHGCc
†
−1,n
, δ
)
= H
(
fHGCc
†‡
−1,n
, δ
)
= H
(
fHGCc≥2
−1,n, δ
)
= H
(
fHGCc∗−1,n, δ
)
,
H
(
fHGCc−1,n, δ
)
= H
(
fHGCc
‡
−1,n
, δ
)
.
Proof. Straightforward. 
Corollary 4.4.
H
(
fHGC≥0
−1,n, δ
)
= H
(
fHGC
†
−1,n
, δ
)
= H
(
fHGC
†‡
−1,n
, δ
)
= H
(
fHGC≥2
−1,n, δ
)
= H
(
fHGC∗−1,n, δ
)
,
H
(
fHGC−1,n, δ
)
= H
(
fHGC
‡
−1,n
, δ
)
.
Proof. The complexes are just the symmetric product of their connected parts, so the corollary directly follows
from the proposition. 
By Proposition 4.1 all classes missing in “3-valent complex” are in hairless part, so Proposition 4.3 implies
also the following corollary.
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Corollary 4.5.
H
(
H≥1fHGCc≥0
−1,n, δ
)
= H
(
H≥1fHGCc−1,n, δ
)
= H
(
H≥1fHGCc
†
−1,n
, δ
)
= H
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,n
, δ
)
=
= H
(
H≥1fHGCc
†‡
−1,n
, δ
)
= H
(
H≥1fHGCc≥2
−1,n, δ
)
= H
(
H≥1fHGCc∗−1,n, δ
)
= H
(
HGC−1,n, δ
)
.
Note that
(
H≥1fHGCc≥0
−1,n, δ
)
=
(
H≥1fHGCc−1,n, δ
)
=
(
H≥1fHGCc
†
−1,n
, δ
)
and
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,n
, δ
)
=
(
H≥1fHGCc
†‡
−1,n
, δ
)
already as complexes.
4.2. The bounded graph complex with the extra differential. The motivation for introducing the bounded
graph complex is the following. In the hairy complexes
(
fHGC−1,n, δ + ∆
)
the number of hairs h is unbounded.
That makes the spectral sequences on h (that has δ as the first differential) and the one on the number of connected
components c unbounded from above and we can not use standard results for convergence.
The complex splits as in (2.26):(
fHGC−1,n, δ + ∆
)
=
∏
f∈Z
(
F f fHGC−1,n, δ + ∆
)
where f = e + h − v. In every F f fHGC−1,n for the fixed degree d = 1 + vn + (1 − n)e − nh, the number of edges
e = d + n f − 1 is fixed too. So, increasing the number of hairs h increases the number of vertices v by the same
amount. Since e is fixed, that increase will eventually force a graph to have connected components that are stars
σ1 = . The purpose of this subsection is to show that components σ1 are mostly irrelevant for the cohomology,
so we can disallow them and bound h from above while preserving the result about cohomology.
Definition 4.6. The unbounded hairy graph complex fHGC
/‡
−1,n
is the quotient complex fHGC−1,n/fHGC
‡
−1,n
. Sim-
ilarly, fHGC
†/†‡
−1,n
is the quotient complex fHGC
†
−1,n
/fHGC
†‡
−1,n
. They are spanned by graphs that have at least one
connected component σ1 or λ2.
The unbounded remainder UR−1,n ⊂ fHGC
†
−1,n
is the subcomplex spanned by graphs with all connected com-
ponents σ1 or λ2.
Lemma C.1 from the appendix implies that H
(
UR−1,n, δ + ∆
)
is one-dimensional, the class being represented
by
α =
∑
n≥1
1
n!
σ∪n1 .
Proposition 4.7. H
(
fHGC
†/†‡
−1,n
, δ + ∆
)
is one-dimensional, the class being represented by α.
Proof. Let Γ˜ ∈ fHGC
†/†‡
−1,n
be a graph. It may be either Γ˜ ∈ UR−1,n or we can write Γ˜ = Γ ∪ γ where Γ ∈ fHGC
†‡
−1,n
and γ ∈ UR−1,n. In the latter case we call Γ the main part of Γ˜ and γ the secondary part of Γ˜. In the former case
the whole graph is the secondary part, while the main part is empty.
Let us set up a spectral sequence of
(
fHGC
†/†‡
−1,n
, δ + ∆
)
on the number of edges in the main part, empty main
part having 0 edges. It is easily seen that the differential can not decrease that number. To ensure the correct
convergence we split unbounded complex similarly as the full complex:(
fHGC
†/†‡
−1,n
, δ + ∆
)
=
∏
f∈Z
(
F f fHGC
†/†‡
−1,n
, δ + ∆
)
.
In every F f fHGC
†/†‡
−1,n
for the fixed degree d = 1 + vn + (1 − n)e − nh, the total number of edges e = d + n f − 1
is fixed too, so the number of edges in the main part is bounded and therefore the spectral sequence converges
correctly.
One can check that the first part of the differential is the one that acts within the secondary part only. Therefore
the complexes on the first page are the direct product of complexes for the fixed main part, which are all clearly
isomorphic to UR−1,n. Therefore, using Lemma C.1, on the first page of the spectral sequence we have classes
represented by Γ ∪ α for Γ ∈ fHGC
†‡
−1,n
, together with the class [α] itself.
On the second page matters the part of the differential that acts within the main part only, and the one that
connects the main part to the secondary part. The element is now uniquely determined by the main part Γ so we
can investigate what does the differential do to it:
Γ 7→ δ(Γ) + ∆(Γ) +
∑
x∈V(Γ)
h(x)ex +
∑
x∈V(Γ)
ax = ∆(γ) +
∑
x∈V(Γ)
1
2
sx.
The first sum corresponds to connecting a hair to one σ1 in α, and the second sum corresponds to connecting a
hair from one σ1 to the main part.
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Lemma B.3 shows that this complex is acyclic. So, only the class without the main part, [α] survives. That
what was to be demonstrated. 
Corollary 4.8. H
(
fHGC
/‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
is two-dimensional, the classes being represented by α and λ ∪ α.
Proof. A graph in fHGC
/‡
−1,0
can have at most one connected component λ because of the symmetry reasons. So
it is Γ ∈ fHGC
†/†‡
−1,0
or Γ ∪ λ for Γ ∈ fHGC†/†‡
−1,0
. So(
fHGC
/‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
=
(
fHGC
†/†‡
−1,0
⊕ fHGC
†/†‡
−1,0
∪ λ, δ + ∆
)
.
We set up a spectral sequence on the number of λ-s (two rows) that clearly converges correctly, and on the first
page we have two copies of
(
fHGC
†/†‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
. By Proposition 4.7 there is a class of cohomology in both rows,
namely α and λ ∪ α. It is easily seen that they go to 0 by the whole differential, so they represent classes of the
whole cohomology. 
5. Deleting vertices in hairy graphs
5.1. One hair. Let D(1) : H1fHGC−1,n → H
0fHGC−1,n be defined on a graph Γ as
(5.1) D(1)(Γ) = (−1)v(x)D˜x
where x is the vertex with the hair, v(x) is its valence and D˜x deletes vertex x and the hair, and sums over all ways
of reconnecting edges that were connected to x to the other vertices, skipping graphs with a tadpole. An example
is sketched in Figure 2.
D(1)
7−→ (−1)4
Figure 2. Example of the action D(1), deleting the hairy vertex. The graph at the right means
the sum over all graphs that can be formed by attaching ends of arrows to vertices, skipping
graphs with a tadpole.
Also, the “pushing the hair” D˜(p) : H1fHGC−1,n → H
1fHGC−1,n be defined on a graph Γ as
(5.2) D˜(p)(Γ) = (−1)v(x)
∑
y
v(x, y)D˜
y
x(Γ)
where x is again the vertex with the hair, y runs through all vertices of Γ, v(x, y) is the number of edges between
vertices x and y, and whenever v(x, y) > 0 D˜
y
x deletes vertex x, the hair and one edge between x and y, sums over
all ways of reconnecting the other edges that were connected to x to the other vertices, skipping graphs with a
tadpole, and adds a hair on y.
For a graph Γ ∈ H1fHGC≥2
−1,n let
(5.3) D(p)(Γ) :=
1
v(x) − 1
D˜(p)(Γ),
where x is the hairy vertex. An example is sketched in Figure 3.
D(p)
7−→
(−1)4
4 − 1

+ +

Figure 3. Example of the action D(p), pushing the hair. The graphs at the right mean the sum
over all graphs that can be formed by attaching ends of arrows to vertices, without making a
tadpole.
Lemma 5.1. On H1fHGC≥2
−1,n it holds that
D(1) = ∆D(p).
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Proof. Clear. 
Lemma 5.2. On H1fHGC∗−1,0 it holds that
D(1)D(p) = 0.
Proof. Recall that in fHGC−1,0 there are no multiple edges. Let Γ ∈ H
1fHGC∗−1,n be a graph, and x the hairy vertex
in Γ. One term in D(1)D(p)(Γ) will delete the hair, the vertex x, one of its neighbours y and edge between them,
and reconnect all edges that were connected to x and y elsewhere.
Recall that the constraint ∗means that all vertices are at least 2-valent, and all hairy vertices are at least 3-valent.
Therefore x has at least two edges adjacent to it. Chose an edge e at x that did not go towards y. That edge can go
directly to its final destination, or first to y and then to final destination. Those two terms will cancel, implying the
result. 
Proposition 5.3. In H1fHGC−1,n it holds that
δD(1) − D(1)δ = ∆.
Proof. Let Γ ∈ fHGC1−1,n be a graph and let x be the hairy vertex in Γ. Then
δD(1)(Γ) − D(1)δ(Γ) =
=
∑
y
y,x
(
1
2
syDx(Γ) − ayDx(Γ)
)
− Dx
∑
y
y,x
(
1
2
sy(Γ) − ay(Γ)
)
− Dx
(
s′x(Γ) − ax(Γ)
)
+ Dzex(Γ) =
=
1
2
∑
y
x,y
syDx(Γ) −
∑
y
x,y
ayDx(Γ) −
1
2
∑
y
x,y
Dxsy(Γ) +
∑
y
x,y
Dxay(Γ) − Dzs
′
x(Γ) + Dxax(Γ) + Dzex(Γ),
where y runs through V(Γ), z is the name of the newly added vertex and s′x is the part of sx which moves the hair
to the new vertex z. It holds that sx = 2s
′
x.
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.3 it follows that:
syDx(Γ) = Dxsy(Γ),
Dzs
′
x(Γ) = −
∑
y
y,x
ayDx(Γ),
Dxax(Γ) = −
∑
y
y,x
Dxay(Γ).
It clearly holds that
Dzex(Γ) = ∆(Γ),
so the claimed formula follows. 
5.2. Two hairs. In the case with even hairs we define D(2) : H2fHGC−1,0 → H
0fHGC−1,0. Let Γ ∈ H
2fHGC−1,0
be a graph whose both hairs are on the 3-valent vertex y, and let x be another end of the only edge at y, like in the
picture:
x
y
We call this structure a flower on the vertex y with the root x. Then
(5.4) D(2)(Γ) := (−1)v(x)D˜x,y
where v(x) is the valence of x, D˜x,y deletes the flower, i.e. vertices x and y, the edge between them and both hairs,
and sums over all ways of reconnecting other edges that were connected to x to the other vertices, skipping graphs
with a tadpole. For the matter of sign we consider the edge in the flower to be the last one. If Γ is not of that type,
D(2)(Γ) = 0. An example is sketched in Figure 4.
Proposition 5.4.
• In the connected part H2fHGCc−1,0 it holds that
D(1)∆ = 2∇
(
δD(2) + D(2)δ
)
.
• In H2fHGC−1,1 it holds that
D(1)∆ = 0.
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D(2)
7−→ (−1)4
Figure 4. Example of the action D(2), deleting the flower. The graph at the right means the sum
over all graphs that can be formed by attaching ends of arrows to vertices, without making a
tadpole.
Proof. We do the proof of the first claim for four different cases of Γ ∈ H2fHGCc−1,0:
(1) Γ has hairs on two different vertices, x and y. By the definition δD(2)(Γ) = δ(0) = 0. Differential δ can not
move hairs to the same vertex, so it is also D(2)δ(Γ) = 0. The left-hand side is
D(1)∆(Γ) = D(1)(∆x(Γ) + ∆y(Γ)) = Dy∆x(Γ) + Dx∆y(Γ).
In the first term ∆x first deletes the hair on x and connects an edge f from x to all other vertices. Then
Dy deletes a vertex y and reconnects all its edges to other vertices in all possible ways. If f has been
connected to y, it is also reconnected to all other vertices, what is exactly the same term as if f has been
connected at first to its final destination, but with the opposite sign. So, the terms cancel and Dy∆x(Γ) = 0.
The same argument leads to Dx∆y(Γ) = 0, so the formula holds.
(2) Γ has both hairs on the same vertex that is 2-valent. Because Γ is connected it must be Γ = σ2 = , and
the formula is easily checked.
(3) Γ has both hairs on the same vertex y that is 3-valent. Let x be another end of the only edge at y, i.e. there
is a flower on y with the root x.
δD(2)(Γ) + D(2)δ(Γ) =
∑
w
w,x,y
(
1
2
swD
(2)(Γ) − awD
(2)(Γ)
)
+ D(2)
∑
w
w,x,y
(
1
2
sw(Γ) − aw(Γ)
)
+ D(2)
(
1
2
sx(Γ) − ax(Γ)
)
+ D(2) fy(Γ)
where s′y is the term of sy that splits y to y and z where both hairs stay at y and the edge goes to z. Other
terms of sy cancel out with ay and h(y)ey. Using similar arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.3 one
easily checks that
swD
(2)(Γ) = −D(2)sw(Γ),
1
2
D(2)sx(Γ) =
∑
w
w,x,y
awD
(2)(Γ),
D(2)ax(Γ) = −
∑
w
w,x,y
D(2)aw(Γ),
2∇D(2)s′y(Γ) = D
(1)
∆(Γ),
so the formula follows.
(4) Γ has both hairs on the same vertex x that is more than 3-valent. Then by the definition δD(2)(Γ) = δ(0) = 0
and the only term that remains from D(2)δ(Γ) is D(2)s′x(Γ), where s
′
x is the term of sx that splits x to x and
y where both hairs stay at x and all edges go to y. It still holds 2∇D(2)s′y(Γ) = D
(1)
∆(Γ), so the formula
follows.
The proof of the second claim of the proposition is the same as the first case above. 
Note that the previous proposition fails for the disconnected graph Γ∪σ2 ∈ H
2fHGC−1,0 where Γ ∈ H
0fHGC−1,0.
5.3. Three hairs.
Proposition 5.5. For the connected part H3fHGCc−1,0 it holds that
∇D(2)∆ = 0.
Proof. The only possibility that D(2)∆(Γ) is not 0 is when ∆(Γ) has a flower, say at a vertex y with the root x. If an
edge from x to y is created by ∆, y was disconnected from the rest of the graph in Γ, what is not possible. So the
flower already existed in Γ. We have 2 cases:
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(1) The third hair in Γ is on the vertex w , x. Then the part of ∆ that saves the flower deletes the hair on
w and makes an edge between w and another vertex z that is not x. If z = x, D(2) will move it again to
another vertex, cancelling the term where ∆ sent it to its final destination immediately.
(2) The third hair in Γ is on the vertex x. ∆ deletes it and makes an edge between x and another vertex. D(2)
then reconnects the edge from x to another vertex, so the resulting action is adding an edge in all possible
ways. Then ∇ adds another edge in all possible ways. Adding one edge on one place and another edge on
another place cancels with adding edges in the opposite order.

Note that the previous proposition fails for the disconnected graph Γ∪σ3 ∈ H
3fHGC−1,0 where Γ ∈ H
0fHGC−1,0.
6. Hairy complex, even edges and odd hairs
In this section we prove the first part of Theorem 1.1, i.e. that H
(
HGC−1,1, δ + ∆
)
= 0. The following diagram
describes the way to do that. ‘Almost acyclic’ means that there are only a few classes of cohomology that are easy
to calculate.
(
fHGC−1,1 ⊕ fGC
≥1
1
[−3],∆ + D(1)
)
is almost acyclic, except for the classes without hairs
(
fHGC
†
−1,1
⊕ fGC
†
1
[−3],∆ + D(1)
)
is almost acyclic, except for the classes without hairs
(
H♭fHGC
†
−1,1
,∆ + D(1)
)
is almost acyclic
(
H♭fHGC
†
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
is almost acyclic
(
H♭fHGC
†‡
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
is acyclic
(
H♭fHGC∗−1,1, δ
′
+ ∆ + D(1)
)
is acyclic
(
H≥1fHGC∗−1,1, δ + ∆
)
is acyclic
(
H≥1fHGCc∗−1,1, δ + ∆
)
is acyclic
(
HGC−1,1, δ + ∆
)
is acyclic
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
B.4
6.8
Can this be shown in a shorter way? The easiest way to show that a complex with a differential δ+∆ is acyclic
is to make the spectral sequence in which the first differential is ∆, and to use the fact that the complex with the
differential ∆ is acyclic. But neither
(
H≥1fHGC≥1
−1,1,∆
)
nor
(
fHGC≥1
−1,1,∆
)
is acyclic, there are classes with 1 or no
hairs. For technical reasons we need to disallow λ as a connected component and change the constraint ≥ 1 to †.
We then change the hairless part in
(
fHGC
†
−1,1
,∆
)
to kill classes with 1 or no hairs and make the new complex,(
H♭fHGC
†
−1,1
,∆
)
, almost acyclic (Corollary 6.3).
The spectral sequence argument now leads to the conclusion that the complex with the differential δ + ∆ is
almost acyclic (Proposition 6.4). But it is not our intended result, there is a complicated hairless part. To remove
it (Proposition 6.6), we need a change of constraint to ∗ (at least 2-valent vertices, at least 3-valent hairy vertices).
The standard result that the change of constraint does not change the cohomology of the standard differential δ
(Corollary 4.4), can be used in the spectral sequence with the standard differential being the first one (Proposition
6.6). But the spectral sequence is bounded, and hence converges correctly, only if we change to the bounded
complex H♭fHGC
†‡
−1,1
before that (Proposition 6.5).
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Recall that in the complex HGC−1,1 and all other complexes we are working with in this section, the degree is
d = v + 1 − h.
6.1. The differential ∆. In this subsection we want to study the cohomology of
(
fHGC−1,1,∆
)
. We will actually
study a slightly different complex with an extra term H0fHGC−1,1[−1]:
(6.1)
(
fHGC−1,1 ⊕ H
0fHGC−1,1[−1],∆ + D
(1)
)
where ∆ : fHGC−1,1 → fHGC−1,1 and D
(1) : H1fHGC−1,1 → H
0fHGC−1,1[−1] is deleting a hairy vertex defined in
(5.1). Recall that the degree is d = v + 1 − h, so the degree shift [−1] is necessarily to make the differential of the
degree +1. Proposition 5.4 shows that D(1)∆ = 0 in fHGC−1,1, so the differential indeed squares to 0.
Recall (2.11), so H0fHGC−1,1[−1] = fGC
≥1
1 [−3]. For simplicity we use the latter notation.
Similarly to (2.25), our new complex splits as the product of subcomplexes with fixed number of vertices v,
with the extra term having v − 1 vertices:
(6.2)
(
fHGC−1,1 ⊕ fGC
≥1
1
[−3],∆ + D(1)
)
=
∏
v∈N
(
VvfHGC−1,1 ⊕ V
v−1fGC≥1
1
[−3],∆ + D(1)
)
.
In each subcomplex, the degree d = v + 1 − h is up to the shift equal to the negative number of hairs −h. We may
write it as:
v + 1vv − 1v − 2d =
H0VvfHGC−1,1
⊕
Vv−1fGC≥1
1
[−3]
H1VvfHGC−1,1H
2VvfHGC−1,1H
3VvfHGC−1,1. . .
∆ ∆ ∆ ∆
D(1)
Proposition 6.1.
• H
(
V1fHGC−1,1,∆
)
is one-dimensional, the class being represented by σ1 = ;
• Hd
(
VvfHGC−1,1 ⊕ V
v−1fGC≥1
1
[−3],∆ + D(1)
)
= 0 for v > 1 and d ≤ v.
Note that the second claim of the proposition does not say anything about the cohomology at degree d = v + 1,
and for d ≥ v + 2 it is trivially 0.
Proof. Vv−1fGC≥1
1
[−3] is isomorphic to the subcomplex of VvfGC1[−2] spanned by graphswith an isolated vertex,
the isomorphism being adding an isolated vertex ∪σ0. Since the proposition does not say anything about the
cohomology at degree v + 1 we may safely replace Vv−1fGC≥1
1
[−3] with the whole VvfGC1[−2]. The purpose is
to make D(1) not change the number of vertices, so the new D(1) : VvH1fHGC−1,1 → V
vfGC1[−2] reconnects all
edges from the hairy vertex and deletes it, but restores the vertex without its hair.
Since the differential does not change the number of vertices, we can use Proposition A.1 and work with fixed
number of vertices and distinguish them. Let Vv := V¯vfHGC−1,1 andW
v := V¯vfGC1[−2].
The whole complex V1fHGC−1,1 is one dimensional and generated by σ1, so the first statement of the proposi-
tion is clear.
We will show that for v > 1 Hv+1−h
(
Vv +Wv,∆ + D(1)
)
= 0 for h ≥ 1 by induction on v. That will conclude the
proof of the proposition. The claim includes the claim that Hv+1−h(V
v,∆) = 0 for h ≥ 2. It is also true for v = 1,
and it will actually be used as the assumption of the induction. So, we may use the case v = 1 as the base of the
induction. Suppose now that the assumption is true for v − 1 vertices, v ≥ 2.
On Vv we choose one vertex, say the last one, and set up a spectral sequence on the total valence s of non-
chosen vertices. So, an edge between non-chosen vertices counts twice, a hair on non-chosen vertex and an edge
between non-chosen vertex and the chosen vertex counts ones, and hair on the chosen vertex does not count. The
differential ∆ can not decrease s and splits ∆ = ∆0 + ∆1 where ∆0 is the part that does not change s. ∆0 connects a
hair from a non-chosen vertex to the chosen vertex and ∆1 connects something to a non-chosen vertex increasing
s always by 1.
As in (2.25), we can furthermore split the complex as the product of subcomplexes with fixed a = e + h:
(Vv,∆) =
∏
a∈Z
(AaVv,∆) .
For fixed degree v + 1 − h, i.e. fixed number of hairs h, s can get only finitely possible values, so the spectral
sequence converges correctly in each (AaVv,∆), and therefore in the whole (Vv,∆).
On the first page of the spectral sequence there is the cohomology (Vv,∆0). Let β : V
v → Vv be the sum
over all edges at the chosen vertex of deleting that edge (as heading towards the chosen edge for the matter
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of sign) and putting a hair on non-chosen vertex that was connected to that edge, unless it makes the chosen
vertex 0-valent, being forbidden by definition. If the chosen vertex is not hairless and 1-valent, it is clear that
∆0β + β∆0 = CId where C is the number of edges at the chosen vertex plus the number of hairs on non-chosen
vertices. So H (Vv,∆0) = 0 unless the chosen vertex is isolated with a hair and there are no other hairs, or it is
hairless 1-valent vertex.
By gluing a 1-vertex graph ∪σ0 or ∪σ1 in complexes V
v with distinguishable vertices we mean adding a new
vertex with the highest number, so that it becomes chosen.
Every graph of the form Γ ∪ σ1, Γ ∈ H
0Vv−1, clearly represents a cohomology class. Let us call it a class
of the first type. Graphs with a hairless 1-valent chosen vertex would not form classes if the vertex would be
allowed to be 0-valent. Therefore, cutting that possibility implies that classes are represented by graphs of the
form ∆0(Γ ∪ σ0) =: c(Γ) for Γ ∈ V
v−1. Let us call them classes of the second type. It is easily seen that c is an
isomorphism of degree 2, so classes of the second type on the second page of the spectral sequence are indeed
equal to classes of H(Vv−1[−2]). Classes are sketched in Figure 5.
01234567. . .
×
⊗
×
×
×
×
×
Figure 5. Classes on the first page of the spectral sequence of Vv. The numbers at the bottom
are the numbers of hairs h, while the degree is d = v + 1 − h. Classes of the second type are
labeled by × and the position where there are both classes is labeled by ⊗.
Let C be the complex isomorphic to the line of the second-type classes of the second page of the spectral
sequence and it is depicted in Figure 6. HhVv−1 is part of degree d = v − h in Vv−1, and of degree d = v + 2 − h
in Vv−1[−2]. Here we set up the 2-row spectral sequence with the first type class Γ ∪ σ1, Γ ∈ H
0Vv−1, in the first
row, and Vv−1[−2] represented second type classes in the second row. First type class Γ ∪ σ1 is sent to the graph
obtained from Γ by adding an antenna in all possible ways. The isomorphic element in H1Vv−1 is χ1(Γ), where χ1
adds a hair in all possible ways.
v + 1vv − 1v − 2v − 3d =
H0Vv−1
H1Vv−1H2Vv−1H3Vv−1H4Vv−1H5Vv−1. . .
∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆
χ1
Figure 6. The complex C split into the another 2-row spectral sequence.
The second row is, by the induction hypothesis, acyclic for the degree d ≤ v. We do not know whether the
degree d = v first type class Γ from the first row is canceled with something in the second row at the degree
d = v + 1. If it is, Hd(V
v) = 0 for degree d ≤ v.
If it is not, Hd(V
v) = 0 for degree d ≤ v−1 and there is a class in degree d = v in C represented by Γ+Γ2(Γ) for
Γ2(Γ) ∈ H
2Vv−1 (Γ2 depends on Γ), where χ
1(Γ) + ∆(Γ2(Γ)) = 0. Back in the starting complex V
v the isomorphic
element is Γ ∪ σ1 + ∆0(Γ2(Γ) ∪ σ0) from the second page. It is clearly sent to 0 by the whole ∆, so it represents a
class of the starting complex Vv, in the degree d = v.
Now we come back to the whole complex
(
Vv +Wv,∆ + D(1)
)
. Let us set up a spectral sequence of three rows:
Vv, the part of Wv where the chosen vertex is isolated, and the rest of Wv (see Figure 7). The spectral sequence
clearly converges correctly. On the first page in the first row in degree d = v (h = 1) we may have classes
represented by Γ ∪ σ1 + ∆0(Γ2(Γ) ∪ σ0) for some Γ ∈ H
0Vv−1 and Γ2(Γ) ∈ H
2Vv−1, as shown above. In the degree
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H0Vv
Part ofWv with chosen vertex isolated
The rest ofWv
H1VvH2VvH3Vv. . .
∆ ∆ ∆ ∆
D
(1)
chosen vertex
D
(1)
other vertices
Figure 7. Complex
(
Vv +Wv,∆ + D(1)
)
split into 3-row spectral sequence.
d = v + 1 (h = 0) of the first page we are not interested. In the other rows in the degree d = v + 1 (h = 0) there is
still the whole space, particularly in the second row there is Γ ∪ σ0 for every Γ ∈ H
0Vv−1.
On the second page Γ∪σ1 +∆0(Γ2(Γ)∪σ0) is mapped by part of D
(1) to the part ofWv where the chosen vertex
is isolated, i.e. chosen vertex has been deleted (and restored). The only part of Γ ∪ σ1 + ∆(Γ2(Γ) ∪ σ0) that has a
hair on the chosen vertex is Γ ∪ σ1, so the differential is actually Γ ∪ σ1 + ∆(Γ2(Γ) ∪ σ0) 7→ Γ ∪ σ0. It is clearly
an injection, making the cohomology in the degree d = v acyclic.
So, in both cases, if the class represented by Γ∪σ1 +∆0(Γ2(Γ)∪σ0) in degree d = v of H (V
v,∆) exists or not,
in the whole complex Hd
(
Vv +Wv,∆ + D(1)
)
= 0 for degrees d ≤ v. That was to be demonstrated. 
6.2. Removing λ. In this subsection we transform the result to the complex fHGC†
−1,1
that does not have λ =
as a connected component.
Proposition 6.2.
• H
(
V1fHGC
†
−1,1
,∆
)
is one-dimensional, the class being represented by σ1 = ;
• Hd
(
VvfHGC
†
−1,1
⊕ Vv−1fGC
†
1
[−3],∆ + D(1)
)
= 0 for v > 1 and d ≤ v.
Proof. We again do the proof on induction on v. For v = 1 there can not be any λ, so V1fHGC†
−1,1
= V1fHGC−1,1,
so the result is indeed the same as in the Proposition 6.1. For v = 2 there is λ only in the hairless part and it
represents a cohomology class, so in degrees we are considering it does not change the result of Proposition 6.1
either.
Let us pick v > 2 and assume that the proposition holds for any number of vertices smaller than v.
On
(
VvfHGC−1,1 ⊕ V
v−1fGC≥1
1
[−3],∆ + D(1)
)
we set up a spectral sequence on the number of λ-s. The differ-
ential can not increase that number, and it is bounded, so the spectral sequence converges correctly. The lowest
row on the first page is our intended complex
(
VvfHGC
†
−1,1
⊕ Vv−1fGC
†
1
[−3],∆ + D(1)
)
.
The first differential in the other rows does not effect any λ, so it is the same as the complex without them, but
now with fewer vertices (by 2, 4, etc.), with a degree shift. All of them are acyclic by the assumption of induction
in degrees that correspond to more than one hair (d ≤ v − 1). Therefore, if there is a class with a hair (d ≤ v) in
the last row, it can not be cancelled by anything, contradicting the result that the whole complex is acyclic in that
degrees (Proposition 6.1). 
To simplify the result we define another complex
(6.3) H♭VvfHGC
†
−1,1
:= H≥1VvfHGC
†
−1,1
⊕
(
∆ + D(1)
) (
H1VvfHGC
†
−1,1
)
.
We have changed the term with the highest degree H0VvfHGC
†
−1,1
⊕ Vv−1fGC
†
1
[−3] with its subspace(
∆ + D(1)
) (
H1VvfHGC
†
−1,1
)
, the image of the differential, to ensure the acyclicity at that degree. The whole com-
plex, including all numbers of vertices, is
(6.4) H♭fHGC
†
−1,1
:=
∏
v∈N
H♭VvfHGC
†
−1,1
= H≥1fHGC
†
−1,1
⊕ HL1
where
(6.5) HL1 :=
(
∆ + D(1)
) (
H1fHGC
†
−1,1
)
⊂ H0fHGC
†
−1,1
⊕ fGC
†
1
[−3]
is the hairless part.
Corollary 6.3. H
(
H♭fHGC
†
−1,1
,∆ + D(1)
)
is one-dimensional, the class being represented by σ1.
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6.3. The differential δ + ∆. On fHGC†
−1,1
there is the standard differential δ. We extend it to δ′ : fHGC†
−1,1
⊕
fGC≥11 [−3] → fHGC
†
−1,1
⊕ fGC≥11 [−3] as follows
(6.6) δ′(Γ, γ) =
(
δ(Γ),H0Γ − δ(γ)
)
,
where HhΓ is part of Γ with h hairs. It clearly squares to 0 and has degree 1, so it is a differential.
Differentials δ and ∆ anti-commute, so
(
H≥1fHGC
†
−1,1
, δ + ∆
)
is a complex. Proposition 5.3 implies
(
∆ + D(1)
)
δ′(Γ, γ) + δ′
(
∆ + D(1)
)
(Γ, γ) =
(
∆ + D(1)
) (
δ(Γ),H0Γ − δ(γ)
)
+ δ′
(
∆(Γ),D(1)H1Γ
)
=
=
(
∆δ(Γ),D(1)H1δ(Γ)
)
+
(
δ∆(Γ),H0∆(Γ) − δD(1)H1Γ
)
= (0, 0),
i.e. δ′ and ∆ + D(1) anti-commute and
(
H≥1fHGC
†
−1,1
⊕ fGC
†
1
[−3], δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
is also a complex. Because
of the same reason the restriction δ′ : H♭fHGC†
−1,1
→ H♭fHGC
†
−1,1
is well defined, so
(
H♭fHGC
†
−1,1
, δ′
)
and(
H♭fHGC
†
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
are also complexes.
Proposition 6.4. H
(
H♭fHGC
†
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
is one-dimensional, the class being represented by
α =
∑
n≥1
1
n!
σ∪n
1
.
Proof. We set up a spectral sequence on v from the splitting (6.2), such that the first differential is ∆ + D(1). By
Corollary 6.3 on the first page survives only σ1.
We can split the complex
(
fHGC
†
−1,1
⊕ fGC
†
1
[−3], δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
as the product of subcomplexes with fixed
f = e + h − v:(
fHGC
†
−1,1
⊕ fGC
†
1
[−3], δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
=
∏
f∈Z
(
F f fHGC
†
−1,1
⊕ F f fGC
†
1
[−3], δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
.
The same splitting can be done for the subcomplex H♭fHGC
†
−1,1
:(
H♭fHGC
†
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
=
∏
f∈Z
(
F fH♭fHGC
†
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
.
For fixed v and degree d = v + 1 − h the numbers of edges e and hairs h are bounded in each F fH♭fHGC
†
−1,1
.
The standard spectral sequence argument (e.g. [2, Proposition 19]) implies that the spectral sequence converges
correctly in each
(
F fH♭fHGC
†
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
, and therefore in the whole
(
H♭fHGC
†
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
.
The cohomology of
(
H♭fHGC
†
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
is therefore one-dimensional. One checks that α is mapped to
0, and since σ1 is the highest part of α, α represents the class in H
(
H♭fHGC†, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
. 
6.4. Bounded complex. Let
(6.7) H♭fHGC
†‡
−1,1
:= H≥1fHGC
†‡
−1,1
⊕ HL1 ⊂ H
♭fHGC
†
−1,1
,
where HL1 is as in (6.5) and fHGC
†‡
−1,1
is defined in Definition 4.2.
Proposition 6.5. The complex
(
H♭fHGC
†‡
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
is acyclic.
Proof. We write (
H♭fHGC
†
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
=
(
fHGC
†/†‡
−1,1
⊕ H♭fHGC
†‡
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
.
On it we set up a spectral sequence of two obvious rows: fHGC
†/†‡
−1,1
and H♭fHGC
†‡
−1,1
. The spectral sequence clearly
converges correctly.
Proposition 4.7 implies that in the first page there is a class [α] in the first row. The class survives all pages
because of Proposition 6.4 that says that the whole complex has the class [α]. Therefore the second row has to be
acyclic. That was to be demonstrated. 
6.5. At least 2-valent vertices. Let
(6.8) H♭fHGC∗−1,1 := H
≥1fHGC∗−1,1 ⊕ HL1 ⊂ H
♭fHGC
†
−1,1
.
Recall Definition 4.2, that fHGC∗−1,1 is the complex spanned by graphs whose vertices are at least 2-valent, and
hairy vertices are at least 3-valent.
Proposition 6.6. The inclusion
(
H♭fHGC∗−1,1, δ
′
+ ∆ + D(1)
)
→֒
(
H♭fHGC
†‡
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
is a quasi-
-isomorphism.
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Proof. We will show that the mapping cone is acyclic. On it let us set up a spectral sequence on the number of
hairs h.
We again split complexes as the product of subcomplexes with fixed f = e + h − v:(
H♭fHGC∗−1,1, δ
′
+ ∆ + D(1)
)
=
∏
f∈Z
(
F fH♭fHGC∗−1,1, δ
′
+ ∆ + D(1)
)
,
(
H♭fHGC
†‡
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
=
∏
f∈Z
(
F fH♭fHGC
†‡
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
.
For fixed degree d = v + 1 − h the number of edges e is fixed in each F fH♭fHGC∗−1,1 and F
fH♭fHGC
†‡
−1,1
. Also,
increasing the number of hairs h increases the number of vertices v by the same amount. Since the number of
edges e is fixed, for h big enough, there will be an isolated vertex. But that is not possible in either H♭fHGC∗−1,1
or H♭fHGC
†‡
−1,1
. So, the spectral sequence of the mapping cone of the inclusion
(
F fH♭fHGC∗−1,1, δ
′
+ ∆ + D(1)
)
→֒(
F fH♭fHGC
†‡
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
is bounded above and converges correctly for every f , and therefore also the spec-
tral sequence of the mapping cone of the whole inclusion
(
H♭fHGC∗−1,1, δ
′
+ ∆ + D(1)
)
→֒(
H♭fHGC
†‡
−1,1
, δ′ + ∆ + D(1)
)
converges correctly. This convergence is the very reason why we introduced the
bounded complex.
On the first page of the spectral sequence, for h = 0 there is a mapping cone of the identity (HL1, δ
′) →
(HL1, δ
′), so it is acyclic. For h > 0 there is a mapping cone of the inclusion
(
fHGC∗−1,1, δ
)
→
(
fHGC
†‡
−1,1
, δ
)
. It is
acyclic by Corollary 4.4. That concludes the proof. 
6.6. Removing the hairless part.
Proposition 6.7. The complex
(
H≥1fHGC∗−1,1, δ + ∆
)
is acyclic.
Proof. On
(
H♭fHGC∗−1,1, δ
′
+ ∆ + D(1)
)
we set up a spectral sequence of two obvious rows: H≥1fHGC∗−1,1 and
HL1. Clearly the spectral sequence converges correctly. Propositions 6.5 and 6.6 imply that the whole complex is
acyclic, so all classes of the first page cancel out. We claim that there are no classes on the first page.
Suppose the opposite, that there is a class in the first row represented by Γ ∈ H≥1fHGC∗−1,1. Let ∆ = ∆0 + ∆1
where ∆0 : H
≥1fHGC∗−1,1 → H
≥1fHGC∗−1,1 and ∆1 : H
≥1fHGC∗−1,1 → HL1. It holds that (δ + ∆0)(Γ) = 0 and(
∆1 + D
(1)
)
(Γ) represents a class in HL1. We write Γ =
∑
h≥1 H
h
Γ. Then it holds that
∆
(
H2Γ
)
+ δ
(
H1Γ
)
= 0
and
(
∆ + D(1)
) (
H1Γ
)
represents a class in HL1.
Let γ := D(p)
(
H1Γ
)
. It is for sure in H1fHGC
†
−1,1
. Lemma 5.1 implies
∆(γ) = D(1)
(
H1Γ
)
,
and Lemma 5.2 implies
D(1)(γ) = 0.
This relation was the very reason of introducing the constraint ∗. Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 imply that
∆
(
H1Γ
)
= δD(1)
(
H1Γ
)
− D(1)δ
(
H1Γ
)
= δD(1)
(
H1Γ
)
+ D(1)∆
(
H2Γ
)
= δD(1)
(
H1Γ
)
.
The equalities are diagrammatically expressed in Figure 8.
Note that the complex in the figure is bigger than H♭fHGC∗−1,1, its hairless part is the whole H
0fHGC
†
−1,1
⊕
fGC
†
1
[−3] instead of only HL1. Indeed, both mentioned elements of the hairless part
(
D(1)
(
H1Γ
)
, 0
)
and(
δ
(
H1Γ
)
,D(1)
(
H1Γ
))
are in HL1 because they are images of γ, respectively
(
H1Γ
)
, under the action of
(
∆ + D(1)
)
.
Since
(
∆ + D(1)
) (
H1Γ
)
= δ′
(
D(1)
(
H1Γ
)
, 0
)
, the former is exact in HL1, contradicting the assumption. 
Proposition B.4 transforms the result to the connected complex, i.e. shows that
(
H≥1fHGCc∗−1,1, δ + ∆
)
is
acyclic. The following proposition shows the first part of Theorem 1.1, i.e. that
(
HGC−1,1, δ + ∆
)
is acyclic.
Proposition 6.8. The complex
(
HGC−1,1, δ + ∆
)
is acyclic.
Proof. Recall that HGC−1,1 = H
≥1fHGCc≥3
−1,1. On themapping cone of the inclusion
(
HGC−1,1, δ + ∆
)
→
(
H≥1fHGCc∗−1,1, δ + ∆
)
we set up a spectral sequence on the number of hairs. The discussion from the proof of Proposition 6.6 implies
that the spectral sequence converges correctly.
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H2Γ
γ H1Γ δ
(
H1Γ
)
D(1)
(
H1Γ
)
∆
(
H1Γ
)
0 D(1)
(
H1Γ
)
−∆
δD(p)
D(1)
∆∆
D(1)
δ
Id
Figure 8. Maps in H≥1fHGC∗−1,1 ⊕H
0fHGC
†
−1,1
⊕ fGC
†
1
[−3]. The rows are, from the bottom up:
fGC
†
1
[−3], H0fHGC
†
−1,1
, H1fHGC∗−1,1 and H
2fHGC∗−1,1.
On the first page there is the mapping cone of the inclusion
(
HGC−1,1, δ
)
→
(
H≥1fHGCc∗−1,1, δ
)
. It is acyclic by
Corollary 4.5, finishing the proof. 
7. Hairy complex, odd edges and even hairs
In this section we prove the second part of Theorem 1.1, i.e. that H
(
HGC−1,0, δ + ∆
)
is one-dimensional, the
class being represented by the star σ3. The proving strategy is very similar to the one in previous section.
(
fHGC−1,0,∆
)
is almost acyclic, except for the classes without hairs
(
H♭fHGC−1,0,∆
)
is almost acyclic
(
H♭fHGC−1,0, δ + ∆
)
is almost acyclic
(
H♭fHGC
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
is almost acyclic
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
is almost acyclic
(
HGC−1,0, δ + ∆
)
is almost acyclic
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.6
B.1
The problem this time is that
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
is not fully acyclic, there is a class represented by the star
σ3. This makes the complex with disconnected graphs
(
H≥1fHGC
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
far from acyclic. There are not only
classes represented by graphs whose connected components are stars σ3, but also any representative of a class
in H
(
fGCc≥1
0
)
with at least one connected component σ3, to make the whole graph ‘hairy’. The second part of
Proposition 7.6 shows that this cohomology is nicely governed by the hairless graph cohomology.
Therefore, the result that the complex with special hairless part
(
H♭fHGC
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
is almost acyclic (Propo-
sition 7.4) may be surprising. It seems that all disconnected classes are canceled with the hairless part. This is
exactly what happens, as shown in Proposition 7.6.
Recall that in the complex HGC−1,0 and all other complexes we are working with in this section, the degree is
d = e + 1.
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7.1. The differential ∆. Let χ1 : HhfHGC−1,0 → H
h+1fHGC−1,0 be the map that adds a hair in all possible ways.
We also define c : HhfHGC−1,0 → H
h−1fHGC−1,0,
(7.1) c(Γ) =
∑
x∈V(γ)
h(x)cx(Γ)
where h(x) is the number of hairs on the vertex x and cx(Γ) deletes one hair at x and adds an antenna like ax. An
example is sketched in Figure 9.
c
7−→ 2 +
Figure 9. Example of the action c, transforming a hair into an antenna.
Let for a ≥ 2
(7.2) ρa :=
a−1∑
i=1
(−1)i
i!(a − 1 − i)!
σi ∪ λa−i =
a−1∑
i=1
(−1)i
i!(a − 1 − i)!
i
a−i−1
.
As in (2.25) the complex
(
fHGC−1,0,∆
)
split into the double direct product of complexes, for fixed number of
vertices v and for fixed a = e + h:
(7.3)
(
fHGC−1,0,∆
)
=
∏
v∈N
∏
a∈Z
(
AaVvfHGC−1,0,∆
)
.
Proposition 7.1. It holds that:
• H
(
AaV1fHGC−1,0,∆
)
is 1-dimensional for a ≥ 1, the class being represented by σa;
• H
(
AaV2fHGC−1,0,∆
)
is acyclic for even a ≥ 2 and 1-dimensional for odd a ≥ 1, the class being repre-
sented by λa;
• H
(
AaV3fHGC−1,0,∆
)
is acyclic for odd a ≥ 1 and 1-dimensional for even a ≥ 2, the class being repre-
sented by ρa;
• Ha−h+1
(
AaVvfHGC−1,0,∆
)
= 0 for v ≥ 4 and h ≥ 1.
Note that the last, general claim of the proposition does not say anything about the cohomology at degree
d = a + 1 and for d > a + 1 it is trivially 0.
Proof. For the matter of shortening the notation let
(7.4) Wav := A
aVvfHGC−1,0, V
a
v := A
aVvH≥1fHGC−1,0.
We prove the proposition recursively on v. Results for v = 1, 2 (first two claims of the proposition) are straight-
forward.
OnWav and V
a
v we choose one vertex and get
(7.5) W˙av := A
aV˙vfHGC−1,0, V˙
a
v := AaV˙
vH≥1fHGC−1,0,
the complexes with one vertex chosen, while the others are indistinguishable (see appendix A).
Let us set up a spectral sequence on W˙av on the total valence s of non-chosen vertices, including hairs. So, an
edge between non-chosen vertices counts twice, a hair on a non-chosen vertex and an edge between a non-chosen
vertex and the chosen vertex counts once, and hairs on the chosen vertex do not count. The differential can not
decrease s and splits ∆ = ∆0+∆1 where ∆0 is the part that does not change s. ∆0 connects a hair from a non-chosen
vertex to the chosen vertex and ∆1 connects an edge to a non-chosen vertex, increasing s always by 1.
For fixed a = e + h, s can have only finitely many possible values, so the spectral sequence is finite and
converges correctly.
On the first page of the spectral sequence there is the cohomology of
(
W˙av ,∆0
)
. Let χ : W˙av → W˙
a
v be the sum
over all edges at the chosen vertex of deleting that edge (as a last edge in numbering, for the matter of sign) and
putting a hair on the non-chosen vertex that was connected to that edge, unless it makes the chosen vertex 0-valent,
being forbidden by definition. If the chosen vertex is not hairless and 1-valent, it is clear that ∆0χ + χ∆0 = CId
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whereC is the number of edges at the chosen vertex plus the number of hairs on non-chosen vertices. So, a closed
graph is exact unless the chosen vertex is isolated with some hairs and there are no other hairs, or it is hairless
1-valent vertex.
Every graph of the form Γ∪˙σh, where Γ ∈ H
0Wa−h
v−1
, h ≥ 1 and ∪˙σh is the operation of gluing the star σh
that contains the chosen vertex, clearly represents a cohomology class. Let us call it a class of the first type.
Graphs with hairless 1-valent chosen vertex would not form classes if the vertex would be allowed to be 0-valent.
Therefore, cutting that possibility implies that classes are represented by graphs of the form ∆0(Γ∪˙σ0) =: c˙(Γ) for
Γ ∈ V x
v−1
. Let us call them classes of the second type. It is easily seen that c˙ is an isomorphism of degree 1, so
classes of the second type on the second page of the spectral sequence are indeed equal to classes of H
(
Va
v−1
[−1]
)
.
Classes are sketched in Figure 10.
01234567. . .
×
⊗
×
×
×
×
×
×
. . .
⊙
⊙
⊙
⊙
Figure 10. Classes on the first page of the spectral sequence of W˙av . The numbers at the bottom
are the number of hairs h, while the degree is d = e + 1 = a − h + 1. Classes of the first type are
labeled by × and classes of the second type are labeled by ⊙. The position where there are both
classes is labeled by ⊗.
As we have already mentioned, on the second page of the spectral sequence in the line of second-type classes
there is a complex isomorphic to Va
v−1
[1], the isomorphism being c˙ that transforms a hair to an antenna with the
chosen vertex. But there is an “intruder” – for the degree d = a− 2 (h = 1) there is a class of the first type Γ∪˙σ1 in
the same position with the class of the second type. All other classes of the first type clearly survive on the second
page.
We continue the study first for v = 3. It is not possible that a < 2. For a = 2 it is straightforward that H
(
W2
3
)
is
1-dimensional, the class being represented by ρ2 = −σ1 ∪ λ1.
If a > 2 on the first page of the spectral sequence there is only one class of the first type, namely λ1∪˙σa−1
of degree 2. It does not intrude the line with the second type classes and survives until the second page. On the
second page in the line of second-type classes we have the complex isomorphic to Va
2
[1], what is equal to Wa
2
[1]
in this case. So, there is a class represented by c˙(λa) of degree 3 for odd a, and no class for even a.
Lemma C.2 shows that for odd a the two classes cancel on further pages, so V˙a
3
is acyclic. Proposition A.2
implies that Va
3
is acyclic too.
For even a the class in the degree 2 survives. The element ρa ∈ V
a
3
is also an element of V˙a
3
where it is equal
to the sum over all vertices to be chosen in ρa. It contains λ1∪˙σa−1 that forms a class that survives all pages, and
since ∆(ρa) = 0 (Lemma C.3), ρa represents the class in H
(
V˙a
3
)
. Proposition A.2 implies that it is also a class in
H
(
Va
3
)
. That concludes the third claim of the proposition.
For v ≥ 4 we continue to prove by induction that Ha−h+1
(
W˙av
)
= 0 for h > 0. That will conclude the proof of
the proposition. Let us do the step of the induction, while the base (v = 4) will be explained later.
Recall that we are not interested in the cohomologyHa+1
(
W˙av
)
. The second type class in that degree on the first
page of the spectral sequence can not kill anything after the second page, so we are not interested what remains
there after the second page.
Let C be the complex isomorphic to the line of the second-type classes on the second page of the spectral
sequence and it is depicted in Figure 11. We split the degree-(a+ 1) term H1Va
v−1
[1] into the sum Ker∆
(
H1Va
v−1
)
⊕
Im∆
(
H1Va
v−1
)
and form the 2-row spectral sequence with the intruder Γ∪˙σ1, Γ ∈ H
0Va−1
v−1
, and Im∆
(
H1Va
v−1
)
in the
first row. The intruder Γ∪˙σ1 is sent to the graph obtained from Γ by adding an antenna in all possible ways. The
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isomorphic element in H1Va
v−1
is χ1(Γ) where χ1 adds a hair in all possible ways. That element is further split into
χ1
1
(Γ) ∈ Ker∆
(
H1Va
v−1
)
and χ1
0
(Γ) = ∆
(
χ1(Γ)
)
= ∇(Γ) ∈ Im∆
(
H1Va
v−1
)
⊂ H0Va
v−1
.
Im∆(H
1Va
v−1
) ⊂ H0Va
v−1
H0Va−1
v−1
Ker∆(H
1Va
v−1
)H2Va
v−1
H3Va
v−1
H4Va
v−1
H5Va
v−1
. . .
∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆
∇
χ1
1
a + 1aa − 1a − 2a − 3d =
Figure 11. Complex C split into 2-row spectral sequence.
The second row of this spectral sequence of C is the cut version ofWa
v−1
[1] without the degree-(a+ 1) part, and
its cohomology is equal to Ha−h+2
(
Wa
v−1
[1]
)
for h > 0. By the induction hypothesis (for v > 4) it is zero, and for
the base (v = 4) there is for even a a class represented by ρa in degree 2. That class survives the spectral sequence
because even if a = 2 it cannot be killed by the first row, since in that case in the first row there is H0V1
3
= 0. So,
in any case H2(C) = Ker∇
(
H0Va−1
v−1
)
, and the rest of the cohomology is zero except for v = 4 there is an extra class
in H2(C) being represented by ρa.
On the third page of the spectral sequence we have classes of the first type Γ∪˙σh in degree d ≤ a − 1
and Ker∇
(
H0Va−1
v−1
)
in the degree a. More precisely, in degree a we have classes represented by Γ∪˙σ1 for
Γ ∈ Ker∇
(
H0Va−1
v−1
)
. All classes appear in even s. If h > 1 the whole differential ∆ = ∆0 + ∆1 sends the rep-
resentative of the class as pictured in Figure 12.
Γ
h
0
χ1(Γ)
h−1
Γ
h−1
∇(Γ)
h−1
+ χ1(Γ)
h−2
∆0
∆1
∆0
∆1
.
Figure 12. Cancelling on the third page of the spectral sequence.
The very last term does not represent a class on the first page (or does not exist when h = 1), so on the third
page of the spectral sequence there is the differential Γ ∪ σh 7→ ∇(Γ) ∪ σh−1. Even if h = 2 the differential is well
defined because it certainly ends in Ker∇
(
H0Va−1
v−1
)
. So the complex on the third page looks like in Figure 13.
Ker∇
(
H0Va−1
v−1
)
H0Va−2
v−1
H0Va−3
v−1
H0Va−4
v−1
H0Va−5
v−1
. . . ∇ ∇ ∇ ∇ ∇
Figure 13. Third page of the spectral sequence on W˙av .
This complex is the cut version of
(
Vv−1fGC≥1
0
,∇
)
, and since v − 1 , 2 Corollary B.2 implies that it is acyclic.
So, V˙av is acyclic, and because of Proposition A.2 V
a
v is acyclic too. This finishes the step of the induction.
If v = 4 and a > 2 even (for a = 2 the class is out of interest because it is of degree a+ 1), there is one term left
that survives on the third page, and therefore till the end: c˙(ρa). Lemma C.3 implies that ∆ (c˙(ρa)) = c˙(∆(ρa)) = 0,
so c˙(ρa) represents the class. After taking invariants of the action of the symmetric group S v the class is sent to
c(ρa) = 0 (Lemma C.4), and Proposition A.2 concludes the base of the induction. 
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Note that all classes of H
(
AafHGC−1,0,∆
)
are in degrees 0, 1 or a. To simplify the result let us define another
complex
(7.6) H♭fHGC−1,0 := H
≥1fHGC−1,0 ⊕ HL0
where
(7.7) HL0 := ∆
(
H1fHGC−1,0
)
.
Looking to the subcomplexes AafHGC−1,0, we have changed the term with the highest degree H
0AafHGC−1,0
with its subspace HL0, the image of the differential, to ensure the acyclicity at that degree, as stated in the following
corollary.
Corollary 7.2.
H
(
H♭fHGC−1,0,∆
)
=

[σa] for a ≥ 1,
[λa] for odd a ≥ 3,
[ρa] for even a ≥ 2.
7.2. The differential δ + ∆. Since δ and ∆ anti-commute, H♭fHGC−1,0 is closed under the operation δ, and the
complex
(
H♭fHGC−1,0, δ + ∆
)
is a subcomplex of
(
fHGC−1,0, δ + ∆
)
. We study its cohomology in the following
proposition.
Proposition 7.3. All classes of the cohomology H
(
H♭fHGC−1,0, δ + ∆
)
consist of the graphs with at most 1 edge,
i.e. He+1
(
H♭fHGC−1,0, δ + ∆
)
= 0 for e ≥ 2.
Proof. We set up a spectral sequence on the number of vertices, such that the first differential is ∆. By Corollary
7.2 the first page of spectral sequence has only zeros in relevant degrees. After splitting the complex(
H♭fHGC−1,0, δ + ∆
)
=
⊕
f
(
F fH♭fHGC−1,0, δ + ∆
)
the standard spectral sequence argument (e.g. [2, Proposition 19]) implies that the spectral sequence converges
correctly, hence the result. 
Using Corollary 7.2 and easy constructions, all classes of the cohomology H
(
H♭fHGC−1,0, δ + ∆
)
can be writ-
ten down. However, classes consist of complicated sums, and since we do not need them later, we will not calculate
them. Let us say that some classes are represented by α and Σ j defined in (7.9), as the consequence of Lemma
C.5.
7.3. Bounded complex. Let
(7.8) H♭fHGC
‡
−1,0
:= H≥1fHGC
‡
−1,0
⊕ HL0 ⊂ H
♭fHGC−1,0,
where HL0 is as in (7.7) and fHGC
‡
−1,0
is defined in Definition 4.2.
Proposition 7.4. All classes of the cohomology H
(
H♭fHGC
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
consist of the graphs that have at most 1
edge, i.e. He+1
(
H♭fHGC
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
= 0 for e ≥ 2.
Proof. On H♭fHGC−1,0 we set up a spectral sequence of two rows: fHGC
/‡
−1,0
and H♭fHGC
‡
−1,0
. For the degree
d ≥ 3 (e ≥ 2) the total complex is acyclic by Proposition 7.3 and in the first row by Corollary 4.8 there are only
two classes in the degrees 1 and 2 that go to zero by the whole differential, so they can not cancel anything in the
second row. That concludes the proof. 
7.4. The morphisms π f . For j ≥ 1 we define the following.
(7.9) Σ j :=
∑
ki≥0∑
i iki= j
∏
i
(−1)ki
ki!((2i + 1)!)ki
⋃
i
σ
∪ki
2i+1
∈ fHGC
‡
−1,0
.
For example,
Σ3 =
−1
6 · 63
+
1
6 · 5!
+
−1
7!
.
Coefficients and signs are set up such that
(7.10) (δ + ∆)(Σ j) = 0
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as shown in Lemma C.5. The coefficients are indeed not surprising, they divide a graph with its order of symmetry
(exchanging same stars and hairs in a star) such that coefficients from the operations disappear.
Let χd : HhfHGC−1,0 → H
h+dfHGC−1,0, χ
d
=
(
χ1
)d
, for d ≥ 2. It adds d hairs in all possible ways, but there is
a multinomial coefficient
(
d
k1,k2,...
)
before, where ki is the number of hairs added to the vertex i. We also set χ
d
= 0
for d < 0.
Recall that prefix B< f ,par means all graphs with e − v < f of the same parity as f . Let
(7.11) fHGCd−1,0 ⊂ fHGC−1,0
be the subcomplex spanned by disconnected graphs.
Definition 7.5. For every f ∈ Z we define degree-0 map π f : B
< f ,parfGC≥1
0
[−1] → F fH≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
. Let
Γ ∈ BbfGC≥1
0
for b < f of the same parity as f . Then
(7.12) π f (Γ) :=
m−b
2
−1∑
i=0
1
(2i)!
χ2i(Γ) ∪ Σ f−b
2
−i
−
f−b
2
−1∑
i=1
1
(2i − 1)!
χ2i−1D(Γ) ∪ Σ f−b
2
−i
.
Lemma C.7 implies that π f :
(
B< f ,parfGC≥1
0
[−1], δ˜
)
→
(
F fH≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
is a morphism of complexes
for every f ∈ Z. Differential δ˜ is defined in (3.3) and is equal to δ + D∇ (3.4).
7.5. Proof of the main result.
Proposition 7.6.
• The cohomology H
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
is one-dimensional, the class being represented by the star σ3,
• π f :
(
B< f ,parfGC≥1
0
[−1], δ˜
)
→
(
F fH≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
is a quasi-isomorphism in every degree d ≥ 2
(e ≥ 1) for every f ∈ Z.
Proof. We prove both statements simultaneously by the induction on the degree d = e + 1.
By Lemma C.8 the first claim holds for degrees d = 1 and 2.
Let d ≥ 2 and suppose that the first claim holds for all degrees ≤ d. We want to prove the second claim in
degree d.
In general, a complex (C, d) is acyclic in the degree i if and only if the cut complex F i(C, d) defined as
(7.13)
(
F i(C, d)
)
j
:=

Ci j = i,
d(Ci) j = i + 1,
Ci−1/Ker(d) j = i − 1,
0 otherwise,
is acyclic. Similarly, a map of complexes φ : (C, d) → (D, d) is a quasi-isomorphism in degree i if the induced
map φ : F i(C, d) → F i(D, d) is a quasi-isomorphism. So, we need to prove that π f : F
e
(
B< f ,parfGC≥10 [−1], δ˜
)
→
Fe
(
F fH≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
is a quasi-isomorphism. We do that by proving that the mapping cone is acyclic.
Recall that P<xC is the subcomplex of the graph complex C with the number of hairy connected components c
smaller than x. On B< f ,parfGC≥1
0
[−1] and F fH≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
we consider the filtrations on x: B≥2x− fB< f ,parfGC≥1
0
[−1],
respectively P≤xF fH≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
.
Lemma 7.7. For every f ∈ Z the map π f respects the filtrationsB
≥2x− fB< f ,parfGC≥1
0
[−1] and P≤xF fH≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
,
i.e. for every x ∈ Z π f
(
B≥2x− fB< f ,parfGC≥1
0
[−1]
)
⊂ P≤xF fH≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
.
Proof. Let Γ ∈ B≥2x− fB< f ,parfGC≥1
0
[−1] be a graph with v vertices and e edges. All those constraints mean that
b := e − v is of the same parity as f and 2x − f ≤ b < f .
Σ j has at most j hairy connected components. Therefore, the first sum in π f (Γ) has the most number of hairy
connected components for n = 0 and it is c+
f−e+v
2
≤ x. The second sum has even less hairy connected components,
hence the result. 
Actually, we set up a spectral sequence on the cut version of complexes. The lemma implies that those filtrations
induce a filtration of the mapping cone. One checks that the filtration is bounded above, so it converges correctly. It
is now enough to show that the complex with the first differential is acyclic. The complex with the first differential
is the mapping cone of π0
f
: Fe
(
B< f ,parfGC≥10 [−1], δ
)
→ Fe
(
F fH≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆P
)
where ∆P is the part of
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the differential that does not change the number of hairy connected components and π0
f
: B< f ,parfGC≥1
0
[−1] →
F fH≥1fHGC
‡
−1,0
is
(7.14) π0f (Γ) = C Γ ∪ σ
∪
f−b
2
3
,
whereC is an irrelevant coefficient. The acyclicity of this mapping cone is equivalent to π0
f
:
(
B< f ,parfGC≥1
0
[−1], δ
)
→(
F fH≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆P
)
being a quasi-isomorphism in degree d, and that are we going to show. The “trip” to
the cut version of the complex was needed only to “save” the degree through the mapping cones.
Let ∆CP be the part of ∆ that fixes both number of hairy connected components and number of connected
components. The assumption says that H
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆CP
)
is one-dimensional up to degree d, the class
being represented by the star σ3. It implies that H
(
fHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆CP
)
is generated by the star σ3 and classes of
H
(
fGCc≥1
0
, δ
)
[−1], up to the degree d.
The complex
(
fHGC
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆CP
)
is the symmetric product of
(
fHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆CP
)
. Since the cohomology
commutes with the symmetric product, its cohomology up to degree d is generated with the classes that are
union of hairless classes and any number of [σ3]. A class in Hd
(
H≥1fHGC
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆CP
)
has to have at least
one star class [σ3], and also a hairless component. Therefore, it also represents a class in the disconnected
part Hd
(
H≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆CP
)
. The union of hairless components is itself a class in Hd
(
fGC≥1
0
[−1], δ
)
, and
adding stars is exactly the map π0
f
for some f , so that proves that all classes of Hd
(
H≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆CP
)
come bijectively from classes in Hd
(
fGC≥10 [−1], δ
)
and some f ∈ Z by the map π0
f
. That proves that π0
f
:(
B< f ,parfGC≥1
0
[−1], δ
)
→
(
F fH≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆CP
)
is a quasi-isomorphism at the degree d.
We now need to change ∆CP with ∆P. Simply set up a spectral sequence on
(
F fH≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆P
)
on
the number of connected components, such as the first differential is ∆CP. The spectral sequence obviously
converges correctly. A class on the first page has a hairless connected components and some stars σ3. The
differential on further pages comes from the part ∆P − ∆CP that connects a hair of one component to a hairless
component, making a hairy component. That map clearly can not produce a star or anything in its class because
it has too few edges, so there can not be cancellations in this spectral sequence and
(
F fH≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆P
)
and
(
F fH≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆CP
)
are quasi-isomorphic. That was to be demonstrated for the second claim of the
proposition.
Now let d ≥ 3 and suppose that the second claim holds for the degree d − 1. We want to prove the first claim
in degree d.
On
(
H♭fHGC
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
we set up a spectral sequence of three rows: H≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
, H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
and HL0.
On the first page there are H
(
H≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
, H
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
and H (HL0, δ). Proposition 7.4
implies that Hd
(
H♭fHGC
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
= 0, so all classes of the first page in the degree d cancel on further pages.
Let us take a class in the first row Hd−1
(
H≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
. The assumption of the induction implies that it
is generated by π f (Γ) for some f ∈ Z and Γ ∈ B
< f ,parfGC≥10 [−1]. Lemma C.7 implies that (δ + ∆) maps that class
to 0 in H≥1fHGC
‡
−1,0
, so it may only have non-zero part in the third row HL0. So, all classes of the first row in
degree d − 1 map directly to the third row, and there are no cancellations between first two rows between degrees
d − 1 and d on the second page of the spectral sequence.
Lemma 7.8. In the spectral sequence of
(
H♭fHGC
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
containing rows H≥1fHGCd
‡
−1,0
, H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
and
HL0 classes of H
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
and H (HL0, δ) from the first page do not cancel on the second page.
Proof. Suppose the opposite, i.e. there is Γ ∈ H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
and γ ∈ HL0 that represent classes inH
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
,
respectively H (HL0, δ), and that cancel each other. Then, (δ+∆)Γ is in the class of γ. We may choose γ such that
(δ + ∆)Γ = γ.
Let Γ =
∑
i≥1 H
i
Γ where HiΓ is the part with i hairs. Propositions 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 imply
δD(1)
(
H1Γ
)
− D(1)δ
(
H1Γ
)
= ∆
(
H1Γ
)
,
δD(2)
(
H2Γ
)
− D(2)δ
(
H2Γ
)
= −D(1)∆
(
H2Γ
)
,
D(2)∆
(
H3Γ
)
= 0
and summing all those equalities implies
δ
(
D(1)
(
H1Γ
)
+ D(2)
(
H2Γ
))
= D(1)
(
δ
(
H1Γ
)
− ∆
(
H2Γ
))
+ D(2)
(
δ
(
H2Γ
)
− ∆
(
H3Γ
))
+ ∆
(
H1Γ
)
= γ.
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Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.4 imply that D(1)
(
H1Γ
)
+ D(2)
(
H2Γ
)
∈ HL0, so γ is exact in (HL0, δ), contradicting
the assumption. 
Therefore, a class in the middle row at degree d, i.e. in Hd
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
, can not cancel with anything.
Since everything cancels, there can not be a class in Hd
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
. That was to be demonstrated. 
Corollary B.1 says that the inclusion
(
HGC−1,0, δ + ∆
)
→֒
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
is quasi-isomorphism. There-
fore Proposition 7.6 concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Appendix A. Group action
In this section of appendix we clarify one way of calculating cohomology of a graph complex, by doing so first
with distinguishing some or all vertices.
In defining graph complexes we start with a graph with distinguishable elements (vertices, edges, hairs). The
graph complex is the space of coinvariants of a finite group that permutes elements acting on the starting space
(recall subsections 2.2 and 2.4). Since the groups are finite, the space of coinvariants is isomorphic to the space of
invariants. For the simplicity we work with the latter space.
In this paper we are interested only in the action of the symmetric group S v that permutes vertices, taking as
a starting space the space that already is the space of invariants of the action of the other groups. The same can
similarly be done with the other elements of the graph.
The space of invariants of the action ρ of finite groupG on the space V is
(A.1) VG =
{
γ ∈ V |ρg(γ) = γ for all g ∈ G
}
.
Let (V, d) be a complex and G a finite group acting on C by the action of degree 0 ρg : C → C for g ∈ G. Let the
action and the differential commute, i.e.
(A.2) ρgd(γ) = dρg(γ)
for every g ∈ G and γ ∈ C. The action of the group can be extended to cohomology of C as ρg([γ]) = [ρg(γ)] for
[γ] ∈ H(C).
Proposition A.1.
H
(
CG, d
)
= H(C, d)G.
Proof. Straightforward verification. 
In particular, we are interested in the graph complex (C, d) where d does not change the number of vertices, i.e.
(A.3) (C, d) =
∏
v
(VvC, d) .
In those cases differential d can already be defined on the space with v distinguishable vertices V¯vC, where
VvC = (V¯vC)S v and the differential on VvC is induced from the one on V¯vC. The proposition A.1 gives us an easy
tool to calculate the cohomology of the graph complex:
(A.4) H(C, d) =
∏
v
H
(
V¯vC, d
)S v
.
Cohomology is often easier to calculate on the space V¯C with distinguishable vertices.
The more interesting use in this paper will be an intermediate step: distinguishing one vertex and indistinguish-
ing other vertices. On V¯vC there is the action of S v−1 that permutes first v − 1 vertices, while always leaving the
last vertex fixed. It is the sub-action of the action of the whole S v. We define
(A.5) V˙vC :=
(
V¯vC
)S v−1
.
The inclusion i : V˙vC →֒ V¯vC induces the map i : H
(
V˙vC
)
→ H
(
V¯vC
)
. The following proposition states that it
is enough to consider classes of H
(
V˙vC
)
in finding H (VvC).
Proposition A.2.
H (VvC) =
{
c ∈ i
(
H
(
V˙vC
))
|ρg(c) = c for all g ∈ G
}
.
Proof. Straightforward verification. 
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Appendix B. Standard techniques
In this section of appendix we get some new results needed in this paper, but using techniques that have already
been used in the previous papers about graph complexes. Therefore, for the reader familiar to those techniques,
proofs here may be straightforward.
The following corollary extends the result of Corollary 4.5 to the extra differential. The proof uses standard
spectral sequence argument that sees a known differential at the first page.
Corollary B.1. The inclusions
(
HGC−1,n, δ + ∆
)
→֒
(
H≥1fHGCc≥2
−1,n, δ + ∆
)
→֒
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,n
, δ + ∆
)
are quasi-
isomorphisms.
Proof. First of all we split all complexes as in (2.26):
(C, δ + ∆) =
∏
f∈Z
(
F fC, δ + ∆
)
where f = e+h− v. On the mapping cone of any inclusion we set up a spectral sequence on the number e− v. One
checks that in each degree d = 1 + vn + (1 − n)e − nh the spectral sequence is bounded, so it converges correctly.
On the first page of the spectral sequence there is a mapping cone of the inclusion of complexes only with the
standard differential δ, so it is acyclic by Corollary 4.5. Therefore the whole mapping cone is acyclic, and the
inclusion is quasi-isomorphism. 
The following is the corollary of [2, Corollary 3].
Corollary B.2. H
(
fGC≥10 ,∇
)
is 1-dimensional, the class being represented by λ1.
Proof. The [2, Corollary 3] clearly implies that H
(
fGCc≥1
0
,∇
)
is one-dimensional, the class being represented by
λ1. On fGC
≥1
0 we set up a spectral sequence on the number of connected components. The first differential does
not change that number, so the cohomology is the symmetric product of λ1. But there can not be more than one
λ1 because of the symmetry reasons, so the only class remaining is connected graph λ1, concluding the proof. 
Lemma B.3. The complex fHGC
†‡
−1,n
with the differential Γ 7→ ∆(Γ) +
∑
x∈V(Γ)
1
2
sx is acyclic.
Proof. Let an antenna be a maximal connected subgraph consisting of at least one 1-valent vertex and 2-valent
vertices. Note that there are two kinds of linear graphs (those that do not have 3- or more-valent vertex) that are
entirely considered an antenna: hairless one (that is longer than two vertices) and the one with a hair on one end.
They can also be a connected component in a graph, and we call them linear antennas.
The length of an antenna is the number of vertices in it. Let l be the total length of all antennas in the graph. We
set up a spectral sequence on the number l− e. The differential can not increase that number. To ensure the correct
converging of the spectral sequence, we split the complex into the product of complexes for fixed c = e+h−v. For
fixed degree e, h − v is fixed too. Since from the definition of fHGC
†‡
−1,n
there is no σ1 in the graph as a connected
component, with the fixed number of edges, the number of vertices v is bounded, and so is the number of hairs
h. Therefore, for the fixed degree e and the row in the spectral sequence l − e the space is finite-dimensional, and
the standard spectral sequence argument (e.g. [2, Proposition 19]) implies that the spectral sequence converges
correctly.
It is easy to check that the first part of the differential is only extending an antenna. When summed all together,
even-length antennas (including “0-length antennas”, i.e. vertices that are not in an antenna) are extended by one
vertex, and odd-length antennas are sent to 0. For linear antennas it is the opposite. There is a homotopy that
contracts an odd-length antenna and even-length linear antenna different than λ (because the result would be σ
what is not allowed). There is always another antenna (at least 0-length) in the graph, so the homotopy implies
the acyclicity. 
The following proposition is the consequence of Proposition 6.7. It transforms the result from the whole
complex to the connected part.
Proposition B.4. The complex
(
H≥1fHGCc∗−1,1, δ + ∆
)
is acyclic.
Proof. The complex splits as:(
H≥1fHGCc∗−1,1, δ + ∆
)
=
∏
f∈Z
(
F fH≥1fHGCc∗−1,1, δ + ∆
)
.
In each of the subcomplexes the degree d = v + 1 − h = e + 1 − f is determined by the number of edges e. We
will prove the proposition simultaneously for all subcomplexes by the induction on the number of edges e, i.e. that
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He+1− f
(
F fH≥1fHGCc∗−1,1δ + ∆
)
= 0. For e = 0 it is clear. Let us suppose that the claim holds for every number of
edges less than e. We prove the claim for e edges.
Suppose the opposite, that there is a class represented by Γ with e edges. By Proposition 6.7 there is γ ∈
H≥1fHGC∗−1,1 such that Γ = (δ + ∆)(γ). It clearly has e − 1 edges.
Since in H≥1fHGC∗−1,1 every connected component has at least one edge, the number of connected components
is bounded. We write γ =
∑k
i=1 C
iγ where Ciγ is the part with i connected components. Choose γ such that k is
minimal possible. If k = 1 we are done, so suppose that k > 1.
Let ∆0 be the part of ∆ that does not connect two connected components. We now switch to the complexes that
include hairless graphs and write:
(
CkfHGC∗−1,1, δ + ∆0
)
=
((
fHGCc∗−1,1, δ + ∆
)⊗k)S k
[k − 1].
Taking cohomology commutes with the symmetric product, so
H
(
CkfHGC∗−1,1, δ + ∆0
)
=
(
H
(
fHGCc∗−1,1, δ + ∆
)⊗k)S k
[k − 1].
In particular, because of the assumption of the induction, cohomology lives in the hairless part for less than e
edges.
It holds that Ckγ ∈ CkfHGC∗−1,1 and (δ+∆0)C
kγ = 0. Since Ckγ has e− 1 edges, there is γ′ ∈ CkfHGC∗−1,1 such
that (δ + ∆0)γ
′ − Ckγ is hairless.
Now γ − (δ + ∆)γ′ is also mapped to Γ by (δ + ∆). ∆ does not act on hairless part, so the part with k connected
components (δ + ∆0) γ
′ −Ckγ can be removed and the resulting element is still mapped to Γ by (δ+∆). It has less
than k connecting components, contradicting the minimality of k. 
Appendix C. Technical results
C.1. Unbounded remainder. The following lemma calculates the cohomology of
(
UR−1,n, δ + ∆
)
defined in
Definition 4.6.
Lemma C.1. H
(
UR−1,n, δ + ∆
)
is 1-dimensional, the class being represented by α =
∑
n≥1
1
n!
σ∪n
1
.
Proof. OnUR−1,n we set up a spectral sequence on the number of vertices. The spectral sequence clearly converges
correctly. The first differential is ∆. In the first row there is just σ1, and it survives on the first page. All other rows
have two terms, one with and one without λ2, that cancel on the first page. Therefore, the cohomology must be
1-dimensional. One easily checks that (δ + ∆)α = 0 and since α has σ1 in the first row, it represents the class. 
C.2. Results for Proposition 7.1. The following three lemmas are necessarily calculations used in the proof of
Proposition 7.1.
Lemma C.2.
(
AaV˙3fHGC−1,0,∆
)
is acyclic for odd a ≥ 3.
Proof. Like in the proof of Proposition 7.1 we set up a spectral sequence on the total valence of nonchosen
vertices, including hairs, and get two classes that survive second page: λ1∪˙σa−1 and c˙(λa). Let
ξ :=
a−1∑
i=1
a−i−1∑
j=0
(−1)i
(
a − 1
i, j, a − i − j − 1
)
a−i− j−1 j
i
∈ V˙a3
where the upper vertex is chosen. We will work also with
ξ¯ :=
a−1∑
i=0
a−i−1∑
j=0
(−1)i
(
a − 1
i, j, a − i − j − 1
)
a−i− j−1 j
i
= ξ +
a−1∑
j=0
(
a − 1
j
)
a− j−1 j
.
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It is not an element of AaV˙3fHGC−1,0 because it has terms with an isolated vertex. It holds that
∆(ξ¯) =
a−1∑
j=0
a− j−1∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
a − 1
i, j, a − i − j − 1
)
∆

a−i− j−1 j
i

= 2
a−1∑
j=0
a− j−1∑
i=1
(−1)i
(a − 1)!
(i − 1)! j!(a − i − j − 1)!
a−i− j−1 j
i−1
+ 2
a−1∑
j=0
a− j−2∑
i=0
(−1)i
(a − 1)!
i! j!(a − i − j − 2)!
a−i− j−2 j
i
= 0,
∆(ξ) = ∆(ξ¯) − ∆

a−1∑
j=0
(
a − 1
j
)
a− j−1 j
 = −c˙

a−1∑
j=0
(
a − 1
j
)
a− j−1 j
 .
Let
ν :=
a−1∑
j=1
(
a
j
)
a− j j
,
ν¯ :=
a∑
j=0
(
a
j
)
a− j j
= ν + 2
a
.
It holds that
∆(ν¯) =
a∑
j=0
a!
j!(a − j)!
(a − j)
a− j−1 j
+ j
a− j j−1
 =
a−1∑
j=0
2a
(
a − 1
j
)
a− j−1 j
,
∆(ν) = ∆(ν¯) − 2aλa,
∆(2aξ + c˙(ν)) = 2a∆(ξ) + c˙(∆(ν)) = −2ac˙(λa).
Element 2aξ + c˙(ν) contains λ1∪˙σa−1 that survives the second page of the spectral sequence, and the target is
exactly multiple of λa that also survives, so the two cancel each other. That was to be demonstrated. 
Lemma C.3. For even a ≥ 2 it holds that
∆(ρa) = 0.
Proof.
∆(ρa) =
a−1∑
i=1
(−1)i
i!(a − i − 1)!
∆

a−i−1
i

=
a−1∑
i=1
(−1)i
(i − 1)!(a − i − 1)!
a−i−1
i−1
+
a−1∑
i=1
(−1)i
(i − 1)!(a − i − 1)!
a−i−1
i−1
+
a−2∑
i=1
(−1)i
i!(a − i − 2)!
a−i−2
i
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The first and the third term cancel each other, while the second term is easily seen to be 0 for even a, concluding
the proof. 
Lemma C.4. For even a ≥ 2 it holds that
c(ρa) = 0.
Proof. Because of the symmetry c(λa) = 0 for every a ≥ 1. Therefore
c(ρa) =
a−1∑
i=1
(−1)i
i!(a − 1 − i)!
c(σi) ∪ λa−i =
a−1∑
i=1
(−1)i
(i − 1)!(a − 1 − i)!
λi ∪ λa−i = 0

C.3. The morphisms π f . The following three lemmas are needed to define the morphisms π f in Subsection 7.4.
Recall (7.9):
Σm =
∑
ki≥0∑
i iki=m
∏
i
(−1)ki
ki!((2i + 1)!)ki
⋃
i
σ∪ki
2i+1
.
Lemma C.5. For every m ≥ 1 it holds that
(δ + ∆)(Σm) = 0.
Proof. In all sums i, i′ and j are ≥ 1.
δ(Σm) =
∑
ki≥0∑
i iki=m
∏
i
(−1)ki
ki!((2i + 1)!)ki

∑
i
kiδ (σ2i+1) ∪ σ
∪ki−1
2i+1
∪
⋃
j,i
σ
∪k j
2 j+1
 =
=
∑
ki≥0∑
i iki=m
∑
i
ki>0
(−1)ki
(ki − 1)!((2i + 1)!)ki
∏
j,i
(−1)k j
k j!((2 j + 1)!)
k j
i−1∑
h=1
(
2i + 1
2h
)
2h 2i−2h+1
∪ σ
∪ki−1
2i+1
∪
⋃
j,i
σ
∪k j
2 j+1
=
= −
∑
ki≥0∑
i iki=m
∑
i
ki>0
i−1∑
h=1
 1(2h)!(2i − 2h + 1)! 2h 2i−2h+1

∪
 1(ki − 1)!
(
−1
(2i + 1)!
σ2i+1
)∪ki−1 ∪
⋃
j,i
 1k j!
(
−1
(2 j + 1)!
σ2 j+1
)∪k j =
= −
∑
i,i′
∑
k j≥0
i+i′+
∑
j jk j=m
 1(2i)!(2i′ + 1)! 2i 2i′+1
 ∪
⋃
j
 1k j!
(
−1
(2 j + 1)!
σ2 j+1
)∪k j ,
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∆(Σm) =
∑
ki≥0∑
i iki=m
∏
i
(−1)ki
ki!((2i + 1)!)ki

∑
i
ki(ki − 1)(2i + 1)
2i 2i+1
∪ σ∪ki−2
2i+1
∪
⋃
j,i
σ
∪k j
2 j+1
+
+
∑
i,i′
i,i′
kiki′(2i + 1)
2i 2i′+1
∪ σ∪ki−1
2i+1
∪ σ
∪ki′−1
2i′+1
∪
⋃
j,i,i′
σ
∪k j
2 j+1
 =
=
∑
ki≥0∑
i iki=m
∑
i
ki≥2
 1
(2i)!(2i + 1)! 2i 2i+1
 ∪
 1(ki − 2)!
(
−1
(2i + 1)!
σ2i+1
)∪ki−2 ∪
⋃
j,i
 1k j!
(
−1
(2 j + 1)!
σ2 j+1
)∪k j+
+
∑
ki≥0∑
i iki=m
∑
i,i′
i,i′;ki ,ki′≥1
 1(2i)!(2i′ + 1)! 2i 2i′+1
 ∪
 1(ki − 1)!
(
−1
(2i + 1)!
σ2i+1
)∪ki−1
∪
 1(ki′ − 1)!
(
−1
(2i′ + 1)!
σ2i′+1
)∪ki′−1 ∪
⋃
j,i
 1k j!
(
−1
(2 j + 1)!
σ2 j+1
)∪k j =
=
∑
i
∑
k j≥0
2i+
∑
j jk j=m
 1
(2i)!(2i′ + 1)! 2i 2i+1
 ∪⋃
j
 1k j!
(
−1
(2 j + 1)!
σ2 j+1
)∪k j
+
∑
i,i′
i,i′
∑
k j≥0
i+i′+
∑
j jk j=m
 1(2i)!(2i′ + 1)! 2i 2i′+1
 ∪
⋃
j
 1k j!
(
−1
(2 j + 1)!
σ2 j+1
)∪k j = −δ(Σm).

Lemma C.6. For every Γ ∈ fGC≥10 and m ≥ 0 it holds that
m−1∑
n=0
1
(2n)!
(
∆
(
χ2n(Γ) ∪ Σm−n
)
− ∆χ2n(Γ) ∪ Σm−n − χ
2n(Γ) ∪ ∆(Σm−n)
)
= −
m∑
n=1
1
(2n)!
(
δχ2n(Γ) − χ2nδ(Γ)
)
∪ Σm−n.
m−1∑
n=1
1
(2n − 1)!
(
∆
(
χ2n−1(Γ) ∪ Σm−n
)
− ∆χ2n−1(Γ) ∪ Σm−n − χ
2n−1(Γ) ∪ ∆(Σm−n)
)
=
= −
m∑
n=1
1
(2n − 1)!
(
δχ2n−1(Γ) − χ2n−1δ(Γ)
)
∪ Σm−n.
Proof. Let us prove only the first equation, while the second equation is similar. We make notations such that the
claim is
∑
Ln = −
∑
Rn. Ln is exactly the part of ∆
(
χ2n(Γ) ∪ Σm−n
)
that connects χ2n(Γ) with Σm−n. It can be done
in two ways, a hair from χ2n(Γ) connects to a star in Σm−n, or a star from Σm−n connects to χ
2n(Γ). In both cases “a
flower” with 2 or more hairs is added to χ2n(Γ). Let fk be a map that adds a flower with k hairs to a vertex in all
possible ways. In all sums i and j are ≥ 1. It holds that:
Ln =
1
(2n)!
∑
k j≥0∑
j jk j=m−n
∏
j
(−1)k j
k j!((2 j + 1)!)
k j
∑
i
ki
(
2n f2i+1χ
2n−1(Γ) + (2i + 1) f2iχ
2n(Γ)
)
∪ σ∪ki−1
2i+1
∪
⋃
j,i
σ
∪k j
2 j+1
=
= −
∑
i
∑
k j≥0
i+
∑
j jk j=m−n
(
1
(2i + 1)!(2n − 1)!
f2i+1χ
2n−1(Γ) +
1
(2i)!(2n)!
f2iχ
2n(Γ)
)
∪
⋃
j
 1k j!
(
−1
(2 j + 1)!
σ2 j+1
)∪k j =
= −
∑
i
(
1
(2i + 1)!(2n − 1)!
f2i+1χ
2n−1(Γ) +
1
(2i)!(2n)!
f2iχ
2n(Γ)
)
∪ Σm−n−i.
On the other side there is
Rn =
Σm−n
(2n)!
∪
∑
x
(
1
2
sx(χ
2n(Γ)) − ax(χ
2n(Γ)) − h(x)ex(χ
2n(Γ)) −
1
2
χ2n(sx(Γ)) + χ
2n(ax(Γ))
)
,
where x runs through vertices of Γ. It is clear that sx(χ
2n(Γ)) = χ2n(sx(Γ)). In χ
2n(ax(Γ)) hairs are added to vertices
of Γ or to the new vertex of the antenna. Terms −ax(χ
2n(Γ)) and −h(x)ex(χ
2n(Γ)) cancel exactly the terms of
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χ2n(ax(Γ)) where no or one hair is added to the new vertex. So
Rn =
Σm−n
(2n)!
∪
2n∑
i=2
(
2n
i
)
fi(χ
2n−i(Γ)) =
2n∑
i=2
1
i!(2n − i)!
fi(χ
2n−i(Γ)) ∪ Σm−n.
Now a simple play with the sums leads to the result. 
Lemma C.7. For every Γ ∈ BbfGC≥10 and m ∈ Z of the same parity as b it holds that
(δ + ∆)πm(Γ) = πmδ˜(Γ)
in the complex H≥1fHGC
‡
−1,0
.
Proof. The left-hand side is
(δ + ∆)πm(Γ) = (δ + ∆)

m−b
2
−1∑
n=0
1
(2n)!
χ2n(Γ) ∪ Σ m−b
2
−n −
m−b
2
−1∑
n=1
1
(2n − 1)!
χ2n−1D(Γ) ∪ Σ m−b
2
−n
 =
=
m−b
2
−1∑
n=0

δ
(
χ2n(Γ)
)
(2n)!
∪ Σ m−b
2
−n +
χ2n(Γ)
(2n)!
∪ δΣ m−b
2
−n

−
m−b
2
−1∑
n=1

δ
(
χ2n−1D(Γ)
)
(2n − 1)!
∪ Σ m−b
2
−n +
χ2n−1D(Γ)
(2n − 1)!
∪ δΣ m−b
2
−n

+
m−b
2
−1∑
n=0
∆
(
χ2n(Γ) ∪ Σ m−b
2
−n
)
(2n)!
−
m−b
2
−1∑
n=1
∆
(
χ2n−1D(Γ) ∪ Σ m−b
2
−n
)
(2n − 1)!
.
Using Lemmas C.5 and C.6, Propositions 3.2 to 3.5 and a clear fact that ∆χn(Γ) = nχn−1∇(Γ) it follows that:
(δ + ∆)πm(Γ) =
m−b
2
−1∑
n=0
(
χ2nδ(Γ)
(2n)!
∪ Σ m−b
2
−n +
χ2n(Γ)
(2n)!
∪ δΣ m−b
2
−n
)
−
m−b
2
−1∑
n=1
(
χ2n−1δD(Γ)
(2n − 1)!
∪ Σ m−b
2
−n +
χ2n−1D(Γ)
(2n − 1)!
∪ δΣ m−b
2
−n
)
+
m−b
2
−1∑
n=0
∆χ2n(Γ) ∪ Σ m−b
2
−n + χ
2n(Γ) ∪ ∆Σ m−b
2
−n
(2n)!
−
m−b
2
−1∑
n=1
∆χ2n−1D(Γ) ∪ Σ m−b
2
−n + χ
2n−1D(Γ) ∪ ∆Σ m−b
2
−n
(2n − 1)!
=
=
m−b
2
−1∑
n=0
(
χ2nδ(Γ)
(2n)!
∪ Σ m−b
2
−n
)
−
m−b
2
−1∑
n=1
(
χ2n−1Dδ(Γ)
(2n − 1)!
∪ Σ m−b
2
−n
)
+
m−b
2
−1∑
n=1
χ2n−2D∇(Γ)
(2n − 2)!
∪ Σ m−b
2
−n.
The right-hand side is
πmδ˜(Γ) = πm(δ(Γ) + D∇(Γ)).
The first term under πm is in B
bfGC≥1
0
, and the second one is in Bb+2fGC≥1
0
, so
πmδ˜(Γ) =
m−b
2
−1∑
n=0
1
(2n)!
χ2nδ(Γ) ∪ Σ m−b
2
−n −
m−b
2
−1∑
n=1
1
(2n − 1)!
χ2n−1Dδ(Γ) ∪ Σ m−b
2
−n
+
m−b
2
−2∑
n=0
1
(2n)!
χ2nD∇(Γ) ∪ Σ m−b
2
−n−1 −
m−b
2
−2∑
n=1
1
(2n − 1)!
χ2n−1DD∇(Γ) ∪ Σ m−b
2
−n−1 = (δ + ∆)πm(Γ).

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C.4. Base of the induction in Proposition 7.6. The following lemma is the base of the induction in the proof of
Proposition 7.6.
Lemma C.8.
• H1
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
is one dimensional, the class being generated by σ3 = .
• H2
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ + ∆
)
= 0.
Proof. Relevant graphs have at most 1 edge. Connected graphs with at most 1 edge are either a star, or a graph
with 2 vertices and an edge between them. In both cases, second differential ∆ does not do anything. So we need
to show the lemma for the complex
(
H≥1fHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ
)
=
∏
h≥1
(
HhfHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ
)
. For h ∈ {1, 2, 3} the claim can
be easily checked by hand. For h > 3 the action of the differential δ on the degrees 1 and 2 in the complex with h
hairs is depicted in Figure 14.
h h
h−1 h−1
h h−2 2
h−3 3 h−3 2
h−4 4 h−4 3
...
...
Figure 14. The action of the differential δ on the degrees 1 and 2 in the complex(
HhfHGCc
‡
−1,0
, δ
)
. The differential does not map from the lower row to the higher one. The
list goes until the left vertex in degree d = 2 (e = 1) has more or equal hairs as the right vertex.
One can make a spectral sequence with the rows in the figure, such that the first differential is the one depicted
by arrows. This concludes the proof. 
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